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DOES JUDICIAL PHILOSOPHY MATTER?: A CASE
STUDY

FranciscoJ. Benzoni*and ChristopherS. Dodrill**

ABSTRACT

A leading theory in the study ofjudicial behavior is the
attitudinal model. This theory maintains that a judge's political
ideology can be used to predict how a judge will decide certain
cases; other factors, such as the judge's judicial philosophy,
tend to be unimportant. Under this theory, two judges with the
same political ideology, but diferent judicial philosophies,
should virtually always vote the same way in cases with predicted ideologicaloutcomes.
This manuscript tests the attitudinal model by examining opinions by two judges with very similarpoliticalideologies
but different judicial philosophies: Judge Michael Luttig and
Judge Harvie Wilkinson III of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit. After defining the judges' political ideologies
andjudicialphilosophies, this study examines "political" cases
in which one of these judges wrote the majority opinion and the
other dissented. The result of the study is that when thesejudges
came to different conclusions in these ideological cases, it is
likely they did so on the basis of theirjudicialphilosophies. In
short, contra the attitudinalmodel, at least in some casesjudicial philosophy does matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A looming question in the study of judicial behavior is whether a
judge's ideology is all that is necessary to predict outcomes to judicial decisions
or whether factors such as judicial philosophy also matter. The attitudinal model, a dominant theory especially among political scientists, takes the view that
judges vote their personal preferences.' A judge's ideology, not a judge's judicial philosophy, attitudinalists argue, determines how a judge will decide a case.
And, considering the Senate confirmation hearings of recent Justices appointed
to the United States Supreme Court, Congress appears to share this view.
Although related, ideology and judicial philosophy are not identical.
Ideology concerns outcomes and the way one thinks the world-and the lawought to be. A judicial philosophy is a chosen, articulable, and rationally defensible method of judicial decision-making that generally includes an explicitly
articulated view of such things as the role and proper interpretation of the Constitution, the judiciary's place in our constitutional regime, the function of the
law, the separation of powers, federalism, and how relevant sources are to be
interpreted. 2 Still, certain judicial philosophies are attractive to certain ideoloI

See

JEFFREY A. SEGAL & HAROLD J. SPAETH, THE SUPREME COURT AND THE ATTITUDINAL

MODEL REVISITED xv (2002) (using the attitudinal model to analyze U.S. Supreme Court justices).
2
See Randy E. Barnett, Cronyism: Alexander Hamilton Wouldn't Approve ofJustice Harriet

Miers, WALL ST. J., Oct. 4, 2005, at A26 for a similar understanding of the term "judicial philosophy."
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gies. For example, few "liberal" jurists are strict textualists. Nevertheless, because ideology is powerfully interwoven with one's view of the way things
ought to be and judicial philosophy is a complex method of reasoning, we expect that, at least in some cases, they will lead to different outcomes.
Judicial philosophy may be important, for instance, when two judges
with similar political ideologies, but different judicial philosophies, vote differently in cases with predicted ideological outcomes. The strict attitudinal model
has difficulty explaining these kinds of cases. This study adds to the debate by
comparing two judges with similar political ideologies but different judicial
philosophies. It examines political cases, or cases with a determinable ideological outcome in which they voted opposite one another and analyzes the bases of
their decisions. If judicial philosophy matters, then we expect the judges to decide cases in accord with their judicial philosophies, with at least one of the
judges deciding contrary to his political ideology. In other words, when a
judge's judicial philosophy suggests an outcome that differs from that of his
political ideology, the outcome arrived at through his judicial philosophy should
prevail.
A.

Design of Study

In another study, Daniel Farber assessed whether theories of statutory
interpretation matter in judicial decision-making.3 Farber analyzed statutoryinterpretation approaches between the Seventh Circuit's Judges Frank H. Easterbrook and Richard A. Posner and looked at cases where they dissented from
one another.4 He analyzed how they reached their decisions. He concluded
that theories of statutory interpretation do not matter; that the judges deviated
from their avowed theories of statutory interpretation to get to a particular result.6
Our study is similar to Farber's in some regards, but differs significantly
in other respects. We examine two judges that served together for nearly fifteen
years on the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit: Judge Harvie
Wilkinson III and Judge Michael Luttig. These judges bear some resemblance
to the judges in Farber's study. Judge Wilkinson has a pragmatic streak,
though, as we will see, he is not a devout pragmatist like Judge Posner. And

Daniel A. Farber, Do Theories of Statutory InterpretationMatter? A Case Study, 94 Nw. U.
L. REv. 1409 (2000).
4
Id.
5

Id.

Id. at 1429-34.
Judge Luttig resigned from the Court of Appeals in 2006 and now works for the Boeing
Corporation. Judge Wilkinson remains on the bench.
6

7
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Judge Luttig, like Judge Easterbrook, was a textualist, though he lacked Easterbrook's dedication to the law-and-economics paradigm.'
There are, however, two fundamental differences between Farber's
study and our own. First, our study examines the judges' comprehensive judicial philosophies, not only their theories on statutory interpretation. This allows
for comparison on a greater range of cases. Second, our design ensures that the
judges' ideologies are central to our study. Unlike Farber, we do not simply
seek to determine in the abstract if judicial philosophies are important in reaching conclusions.9 We have chosen cases with determinable ideological outcomes, so that, given the ideological similarity of the judges, one judge must
have voted in a counter-ideological fashion. This design highlights the function
of their respective judicial philosophies in reaching their decisions. Our conclusion, unlike Farber's, is that judicial philosophies do matter, at least in some
cases.
Based on empirical data, their personal histories, and major-media opinion, both judges in our study are ideological conservatives. Yet they approached judging differently. Judge Luttig, on the one hand, was a devoted
textualist with seemingly little concern with context outside the text of the governing law or precedent. Judge Wilkinson, on the other hand, while taking text
seriously, also considers broader issues, such as separation of powers, federalism, public policy, and practical consequences.
Certain types of cases are perceived as more "political" than others.' 0
Cases involving criminal appeals, civil rights, labor issues, and economic regulation have predicted ideological outcomes." The "conservative" outcome in
these cases is for the court to side with the prosecution in criminal cases, the
defendant in civil-rights cases, business in labor cases, and the challenger in
economic regulation cases. The "liberal" outcome is the opposite-with the
defendant in criminal cases, the plaintiff in civil-rights cases, the employees in
labor cases, and the government in economic-regulation cases.1 These "political" cases lend themselves to analysis because an attitudinalist would predict
In the end, Judge Posner's and Judge Easterbrook's similar biographies and shared beliefs
on law and economics may pervade their entire judicial philosophies and bring their theories
closer together than Farber maintains.
9
To put the point another way, we have a specific target in mind-the strict attitudinal model
ofjudicial decision-making.
10
Kenneth L. Manning, Bruce A. Carroll, & Robert A. Carp, George W. Bush's Potential
Supreme Court Nominees: What Impact Might They Have?, 85 JUDICATURE 278, 280 (2002); see
also CASS R. SUNSTEIN, DAVID SCHKADE, LISA M. ELLMAN, & ANDRES SAWICKI, ARE JUDGES
POLITicAL? AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 8 (2006).
"
Manning, Carroll & Carp, supra note 10; see also SUSTEIN, SCHKADE, ELLMAN, & SAWICKI,
supra note 10, at 17-19.
12
Manning, Carroll, & Carp, supra note 10, at 280; see also SUNSTEIN, SCHKADE, ELLMAN, &
SAWICKI, supra note 10, at 17-19. Sunstein et al. use a similar coding of cases, though they use
more categories. See SUNSTEIN, SCHKADE, ELLMAN, & SAWICKI, supra note 10, at 17-19. Using
their greater number of categories, however, would not have yielded any more cases in our study.
8
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that judges of the same ideology would vote the same way. While this labeling
is undoubtedly crude, for our purposes, the point is simply that the attitudinal
model provides that these types of cases have an identifiable ideological outcome. Therefore, when the two judges vote for opposite outcomes, one or the
other must be going against the grain of his ideology.
To analyze Judge Wilkinson's and Judge Luttig's decisions, we selected
"political" cases in which one judge wrote the majority opinion and the other
dissented within the above categories.13 We choose these cases because the
judges were directly addressing one another. This produced six cases-one
criminal appeal, one civil-rights case, two labor cases, and two economic regulation cases-for us to analyze.
B.

Wilkinson and Luttig: Concurrence,Dissent, and Ambition

Judge Luttig and Judge Wilkinson rarely disagreed. During their time
together on the Fourth Circuit, they heard 1099 cases together. Of these cases,
1003 were panel decisions and 96 were en banc decisions. Of the panel decisions, 158 were published. 14 Of the published panel decisions, Judge Wilkinson
and Judge Luttig dissented from each other a total of eighteen times.' 5 Judge
Wilkinson, who dissented five times, had a dissent rate of 3.2%. Judge Luttig,
who dissented thirteen times, had a dissent rate of 8.2%. While it might be argued that these low dissent rates simply reflect these judges' similar ideologies,
these rates were actually higher than their overall dissent rates. Judge Wilkinson's overall dissent rate in published panel decisions was only 2.2% and Judge
We obtained these cases through a LexisNexis search. Within the Fourth Circuit database,
we entered the search terms "JUDGES(Wilkinson and Luttig) and OPINIONBY(Wilkinson or
Luttig) and DISSENTBY(Wilkinson or Luttig)." The search returned seven cases. One case is a
non-political statutory interpretation case-CabellHuntington Hospitalv. Shalala, 101 F.3d 984
(4th Cir. 1996)--and is excluded from our analysis. Cabell Huntington Hospital involved neither
an ideological outcome, nor did the judges rely on their judicial philosophies to reach their outcomes. The case turned on disagreement about which term Congress meant a particular parenthetical phrase to modify.
14
We use published panel decisions for our dissent rate comparisons between Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig for several reasons. First, the overall dissent rates for unpublished opinions
for Judges Luttig and Wilkinson were so low (0.1% for Judge Luttig and 0.2% for Judge Wilkinson) that any comparisons are difficult. Further, of the 854 unpublished opinions for which
Judges Luttig and Wilkinson were on panels together, they dissented a total of one time (Judge
Wilkinson dissented). That is a dissent rate of 0% for Judge Luttig and 0.1% for Judge Wilkinson.
These cases are often uncontroversial and frequently decided by the panels via conference calls.
Second, en banc decisions are generally more controversial and have a much higher dissent rate.
But because there are often multiple dissents, it is not always less clear when two individual
judges are directly dissenting against one another. (Judge Luttig's dissent rate on en banc decisions is 12.5%, and Judge Wilkinson's dissent rate on en banc decisions is 4.8%.)
15
In this manuscript, we explore a subset of these eighteen opinions, namely, those six of the
seven opinions in which Judge Wilkinson or Judge Luttig actually wrote the majority opinion and
the other dissented. See supra note 13, for an explanation of why we choose to exclude the seventh case.
13
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Luttig's overall dissent rate in published panel decisions was only 6.9%. Thus,
both Judge Wilkinson's and Judge Luttig's dissent rates actually increased
slightly when they were on panels together. In comparison, the Fourth Circuit
as a whole had a 15.2% dissent rate in published panel decisions during the relevant period.16
Competition, at least in part, might explain why the judges dissented
from one another. The judges may have decided cases in order to play to a specific audience: the Bush White House.17 Both judges were serious contenders to
fill Supreme Court vacancies. They may have dissented from one another to
distinguish themselves and to signal to a conservative administration that they
were the "right pick" to fill those vacancies.
In Judge Luttig's case, his dissent rates mask an important shift. Prior
to President Bush's inauguration on January 20, 2001, Judge Luttig's overall
dissent on published panel decisions was 5.5%. Between President Bush's inauguration and Judge Luttig's resignation, however, Judge Luttig's overall dissent rate on published three-judge panel decisions jumped to 10.8%.18 Further,
when Judge Luttig was on a three-judge panel with Judge Wilkinson, his dissent
rate went from 4.6% pre-inauguration to 16.0% post-inauguration. Therefore,
he went from dissenting less often when on a panel with Judge Wilkinson (preinauguration: 4.6% with Judge Wilkinson, compared with 5.5% overall) to dissenting considerably more often when on a panel with Judge Wilkinson (postinauguration: 16% with Wilkinson, compared with 10.2% overall). These are
fairly dramatic changes in Judge Luttig's dissent rates, and especially when he
was on a three-judge panel with Judge Wilkinson. Judge Wilkinson's dissent
rate when on three-judge panels with Judge Luttig went from 2.8% preinauguration to 4.0% post-inauguration.
There is also some evidence of a subtle shift in judicial philosophy that
accompanied Judge Luttig's increase in dissent rate-his decreasing use of legislative history (for either positive or deflecting purposes). From 1991-2006,
Judge Luttig used legislative history approximately twenty-two times, but only
five times from 2001 and later. His average annual rate of use of legislative
history in published opinions dropped from 1.8 times pre-inauguration to 0.9

See Appendix for a summary of the statistics. Our time period begins when Judge Luttig
issued his first decision as an appellate judge (12/26/1991) and ends when he resigned
(05/11/2006).
16

17

LAWRENCE BAUM, JUDGES AND THEIR AUDIENCES: A PERSPECTIVE ON JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR 1-

2 (2006). In his book, Baum briefly suggests that Judge Luttig may have tailored his judicial
decisions in a way to separate himself from Judge Wilkinson in the Administration's eyes in order
to increase his chances of promotion to the Supreme Court. Id. We have tried to correct for this
by selecting cases across a number of years when the presidency and Congress were controlled by
both political parties.
18
Judge Wilkinson's overall dissent rate on published panel decisions did not move, remaining at 2.1% both before and after the inauguration.
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times post-inauguration. 19 This may indicate a hardening in his textualist approach, though it can hardly be considered a major shift. Any detectable shift in
his position is probably slight.
Additionally, it is difficult to miss the increase in Judge Luttig's stinging rhetoric directed at Judge Wilkinson during this latter time frame, as well as
Judge Wilkinson's replies. 20 At times, Judge Luttig seemed to go out of his way
specifically to criticize Judge Wilkinson. 2 1 He increasingly used his dissenting
opinions to criticize Judge Wilkinson's concurrences and used his concurring
opinions to criticize Judge Wilkinson's dissents.2 2
There is little evidence to support an argument that Judge Wilkinson tailored his decisions to distinguish himself from Judge Luttig. He had already
thoroughly staked out his judicial philosophy in extra-judicial writing by 2001,
and the data indicates little change in his behavior. So does Judge Luttig's
changing dissent rate and his hardening judicial philosophy indicate that he
shifted his position in order to make himself as appealing a Supreme Court candidate as possible? There is hardly enough data to come to such a sweeping
conclusion.
Furthermore, it is a heavy charge to say that a federal judge would decide a case to be poised for elevation to the Supreme Court. Further, it is also
unclear precisely how one would signal that he was the "right pick." For example, which decisions in which types of cases send the "right" signal? The most
obvious answer is to vote conservatively, but both these judges already voted
conservatively. In order to distinguish themselves from each other, did one
Further, most of these later uses were defensive or deflecting uses to defeat a point made by
the other side, rather than a positive use that actually furthered his own position.
20
For example, in a 2004 en banc decision, McMellon v. United States, 387 F.3d 329, 376-82
(4th Cir. 2004), Judge Luttig, in a dissent that spans over fifty pages, expended considerable, energy in criticizing Judge Wilkinson's slim concurrence, arguing that Wilkinson "approaches decision of the question before us as if he were an interested legislator, rather than a neutral interpreter;" that he has created a "strawman;" engaged in "convenient hyperbole;" has a "misplaced view
of the question," engages in "sleight of hand;" made a suggestion that is "incredible as a judicial
observation;" used "analytically meaningless" analysis; and engaged in a "statutory frolic." In
another en banc decision, Humphries v. United States, 397 F.3d 206, 227 (4th Cir. 2005), Judge
Luttig wrote a concurrence (he concurred with the majority's judgment and opinion) for the express purpose of taking issue with Judge Wilkinson's dissent. He began by ridiculing Judge Wilkinson's characterization of the case and then went on to argue that "the dissent raises three flatly
untenable arguments." Humphries, 397 F.3d at 227, 230. In Belk v. Charlotte-MecklenburgBoard
of Education, 269 F.3d 305, 366 (4th Cir. 2001), Judge Luttig maintained that "Judge Wilkinson
misunderstands this issue altogether . . . ." See also Alan Cooper, Rivalry on Fourth Circuit?
Wilkinson, Luttig Focus of Speculation, RICHMOND TIMEs-DISPATCH, Aug. 7, 2000, at B 1 (speculating that competition for a Supreme Court seat may have driven Judges Wilkinson and Luttig to
disagree).
21
See, e.g., Humphries, 397 F.3d at 230 (4th Cir. 2005); McMellon, 387 F.3d at 376-82 (4th
Cir. 2004); Belk, 269 F.3d at 366 (4th Cir. 2001).
See, e.g., Humphries, 397 F.3d at 203; McMellon, 387 F.3d at 376-82; Belk, 269 F.3d at
22
366.
19
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judge, then, vote for the liberal outcome? This might distinguish that judge, but
hardly in way that would be likely to impress the Bush Administration.
Perhaps that the most plausible explanation of how these judges, or at
least Judge Luttig, sought to distinguish themselves from one and another was to
disagree as vociferously as possible whenever their judicial philosophies drove
them (or even potentially drove them) in different directions. This might both
serve to distinguish themselves by highlighting their differing judicial philosophies-especially Judge Luttig's philosophy which seemed to evolve at the
same time-without having to make the dubious and unsupported assumption
that the actual outcome they chose was dictated by any attempt to impress the
audience that would be making the decision of who to nominate for Supreme
Court. Still, it might cause them to emphasize their differences, perhaps dissenting more often against each other once President Bush took office.23 This interpretation implies that their respective judicial philosophies may have become
more important to their reasoning in cases as they sought to distinguish themselves.
While this argument reinforces the position in this manuscript-that
judicial philosophy matters in a causal sense-it also adds a significant caveat.
Judicial philosophies themselves are, to some extent, malleable. The degree to
which a judge adheres to his chosen philosophy may be influenced by outside
factors, such as ambition and a felt need to differentiate oneself.
Another factor that may influence a judge's adherence to his chosen
philosophy is public commitment to that philosophy, whether through judicial or
extra-judicial writings. Judge Wilkinson, for instance, has a fairly comprehensive judicial philosophy to which he had committed himself in extra-judicial
writings. Judge Luttig, likewise, had a fairly well-developed judicial philosophy, though it is almost exclusively contained his judicial writings. There is a
large literature in psychology which demonstrates that publicly committing one24
self to a certain position leads to consistency in action. Therefore, a judge who
publicly endorses a given judicial philosophy may be more likely to follow that
philosophy faithfully, even when it conflicts with his ideology. And as noted
above, in addition to this more or less public commitment, Judge Luttig may
also have been motivated to highlight his philosophy for strategic reasons-as a
means of signaling to the Bush Administration his readiness to assume a role on
the Supreme Court. 2 5 Both judges in this study were highly motivated-because
And, in the case of Judge Luttig, the data bears this out. BAUM, supra note 17.
See, e.g., ROBERT B. CIALDINI, INFLUENCE: SCIENCE AND PRACTICE (4th ed. 2001). In Chapter 3, Cialdini cites numerous studies that demonstrate that once people take a stand, they face
considerable pressure to act in a manner consistent with that commitment. Id. at 52-97. Much of
the pressure they feel is internal pressure to live up to their commitment. Id.
25
BAUM, supra note 17. Of course, the motivation to distinguish themselves from one another
in order to appeal to a Republican Administration, if such motivation existed, would have been
strongest in cases decided during or after 2001 (or, perhaps, 2000 in anticipation of a Republican
administration). Of the cases that we analyze, two were decided in 2001 or later, and one was
decided in 2000. It is difficult to determine if the later decisions more powerfully showcase the
23

24
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of public commitment and perhaps because of ambition-to adhere to their chosen philosophical outlook.
An additional possible explanation for the judges' dissents from one
another is personal animus. But it seems dubious to claim that such animus
drove two federal judges to decide cases in a certain direction. It seems more
plausible that such animus, if it existed, would make them be extra careful in
their reasoning, knowing that the other is going to look to exploit any legal or
logical hole in the argument. Further, it is one thing to argue that it is likely
there was some animus between these judges, but quite another to argue that this
animus influenced the way they voted in particular cases. This latter claim
makes the dubious assumption that personal animus so interfered with their
judicial reasoning process that their personal feelings toward each other drove
them to harm one of the parties before them. Any personal animus may have
colored the language they used, but it seems unlikely that it drove their actual
decisions. To the contrary, as noted, it would seem more likely that it would
heighten their attention to the tightness, logic, and legal grounding of their positions.
C.

Limitations

Our study has several limitations. First, there is an inherent conservative bias in selecting which judges to analyze. We sought two judges of the
same ideology, yet different judicial philosophies. "Conservative" judges seem
to publicly subscribe to particular judicial philosophies more often than liberal,
or even less-conservative, judges.
Second, as noted, ideology and judicial philosophy are not completely
separate concepts. Adhering to a particular judicial philosophy tends to correlate with a particular ideology. For example, few, if any, modem "liberal"
judges extol the virtues of strict textualism.26 One cannot therefore confidently
conclude a judge decided a case based solely on judicial philosophy and apart
from that judge's ideology. Still, there seem to be cases where a judge departs
significantly from his ideology because of his judicial philosophy.
Finally, while Judge Wilkinson has written extensively on his judicial
philosophy, Judge Luttig's non-judicial writings are minimal. We thus relied
primarily on Judge Luttig's judicial opinions to pinpoint his judicial philosophy.
There is an inherent paradox in doing so: we risk using opinions to determine
philosophy and then using that philosophy to analyze opinions. We have tried
to account for this issue by separating the cases we use to clarify the judges'
judges' differences in judicial philosophy, in part, because the issues and facts vary from case to
case. Still, we argue, these differences are present and important in the judges' decision-making.
26
This could just be the times in which we live. Justice Hugo Black, a "liberal" judge, has
often been considered a textualist. See Paul Killebrew, Where Are All the Left- Wing Textualists?,
82 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1895, 1899 (2007) (discussing the non-inevitability of textualism being an
exclusively conservative approach).
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judicial philosophies from the cases that we use to discover whether the basis
for their decisions is their differing philosophies.
While these limitations are important, our analysis minimizes their impact on our conclusions. This study has a simple design. We begin with judges
of similar ideology, clarify the judges' philosophies, and analyze cases where
they dissent from one another. This simple design, as well as the clarity of both
judges' reasoning in the analyzed cases, makes it plausible to determine whether
judicial philosophy matters to outcomes.
Part II of the manuscript looks at the judges' ideologies, labeling both
ideologically "conservative." Part III outlines the judicial philosophies of each
judge. Part IV examines "political" cases where either Judge Wilkinson or
Judge Luttig wrote a majority panel opinion, but the other disagreed. Part V
concludes.
II. IDEOLOGY
Judge Richard Posner has written that "politically like-minded judges
usually vote the same way despite their different judicial philosophies.

. .

. They

supply not 'actionable' reasons but rationalizations for actions taken on other
grounds .... "2 7 To address whether political ideology, rather than judicial philosophy, guides a judge's decision in a case, we first sought two judges with the
same political ideologies. We are less concerned with identifying some or other
ideology (e.g., "liberal" or "conservative") and more concerned with showing
that the two judges share a relatively narrow bandwidth on the ideological spectrum. As conservatives, Judge Luttig and Judge Wilkinson meet this requirement.
Objectively defining "conservative" is not an easy task. The mere act of
defining the word tends to reflect the ideology of the person attempting the definition. To label Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig, we used empirical coding,
personal biographies, and opinions from major national newspapers. For empirical coding, we used both the Giles, Hettinger, and Pepper ideological score for
the judges, 28 as well as a study by Manning, Carroll, and Carp measuring the
ideologies of short-list candidates President Bush was considering for a position
on the U.S. Supreme Court.2 9
The Giles, Hettinger, and Pepper score determines a judge's ideology
based on a complex ideological measure of that judge's home-state senator,
when that senator is of the same party as the appointing President, or of the appointing President when the home-state senator is of a different party than the
RICHARD A. POSNER, How JUDGES THINK 346 (2008). Judge Posner suggests a study such as
this to determine whether philosophy matters. Id. He predicts that it does not. Id.
28
Data provided by Stefanie Lindquist of Vanderbilt University (on file with authors).
29
Manning, Carroll, & Carp, supra note 10, at 280-84. The study compared Judges Wilkinson and Luttig, as well as Judges (then-Justice) Brown, Easterbrook, Garza, and Jones. Id. at 281.
27
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appointing President. 3 0 The data reveals that Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig
are firmly on the conservative side of the line. The dataset has a base of zero
("politically neutral"), and ranges from -1 ("liberal") to +1 ("conservative").
Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig have scores of 0.269 and 0.259, respectively.
Comparison with other federal courts of appeals judges may be helpful to illustrate their ideologies. At the far "conservative" side is the Seventh Circuit's
Judge Easterbrook, who has a score of 0.568; on the far "liberal" side is Judge
Reinhardt on the Ninth Circuit, who has a score of -0.443. Thus, Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig fall within the solidly conservative end of the spectrum.
Additionally, the Manning, Carroll, and Carp study compared decisions
by several short-list candidates, including Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig, in
the areas of criminal-justice, civil-rights, and economic- and labor-regulation.'
A "conservative" vote sided against defendants, civil-rights plaintiffs, and labor
unions and government regulators, respectively. 32 A "liberal" vote went the
other way. That study placed Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig to the right of
the average federal court of appeals judge. Judge Wilkinson voted for a "conservative" outcome 79.5% of the time, while Judge Luttig voted conservatively
in 68.2% of cases.34 The average court of appeals judge voted conservatively
64.4% of the time.35 Interestingly, Judge Luttig was the more "liberal" of the
two judges: Judge Wilkinson voted for the conservative outcome more often
than Judge Luttig in every category. 36
Furthermore, personal biographies of the judges before they came to the
bench help determine the judges' political ideology. Self-identification with a
particular political party is a particularly helpful measure of a judge's ideology,
30
See Michael W. Giles, Virginia A. Hettinger, & Todd Peppers, Picking FederalJudges: A
Note on Policy and Partisan Selection Agendas, 54 POL. REs. Q. 623, 627 (2001). The Giles,
Hettinger, and Pepper score is a nuanced measure of ideology. It takes into account the senatorial
courtesy that Presidents grant home-state senators in selecting judicial nominees by measuring the
legislative voting records of the pertinent senators. Id. It also incorporates the political context
surrounding a judge's nomination. Id.
31
Manning, Carroll & Carp, supra note 10, at 280-84.
32
Id. at 282.
3
Id. at 280-82. The Manning, Carroll, and Carp study applied data from the Songer Court of
Appeals Database.
34
Id. at 282.
35
Id.
36
Id. at 282. Manning, Carroll, and Carp found that, through 2002, Judges Luttig and Wilkinson voted for the conservative outcome in these types of cases more than the average federal court
of appeals judge. Id. They voted for the conservative outcome 78.8% and 87.0% in criminaljustice cases; 66.7% and 76.9% in civil-rights cases; and 59.2% and 74.5% in economic- and
labor-regulation cases, respectively. Id. The average federal court of appeals judge voted for the
conservative outcome 77.7% in criminal-justice cases, 57.6% in civil-rights cases, and 57.8% in
economic- and labor-regulation cases. Id. Judge Wilkinson has hinted that he questions the validity of this definition of conservative, and he is concerned over the implications of what he describes as stereotypes. J. Harvie Wilkinson III, Why Conservative Jurisprudence is Compassionate, 89 VA. L. REv. 753, 757 (2003).
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and Judge Wilkinson ran as a Republican candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives while in law school.3 7 He has also published numerous scholarly
articles in defense of conservatism. 3 8 Both men clerked for "conservative"
judges: Judge Wilkinson clerked for Justice Powell on the U.S. Supreme Court;
Judge Luttig clerked for then-Judge Scalia on the D.C. Circuit and for Chief
Justice Burger on the U.S. Supreme Court. 39 Additionally, before their appointments, both men served as political appointees in Republicanadministration Justice Departments, 4 0 and both were appointed to the bench by
Republican presidents: Judge Wilkinson by Ronald Reagan and Judge Luttig by
George H. W. Bush.4 1
Finally, major media has identified the judges as conservatives. President George W. Bush vowed to appoint conservative jurists to the Court,42 and
Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig were among the most mentioned as short-list
candidates by major print media. In a survey by the University of Pittsburgh
Law School, Judge Luttig was the most frequently mentioned, non-associatejustice candidate to fill Justice Rehnquist's seat, while Judge Wilkinson was the
fifth most-frequently-mentioned. 4 3 A database search of major newspapers revealed twenty-six articles that mentioned Judge Luttig as a short-list candidate,
while five listed Judge Wilkinson.4 4
Judicial Biography of J. Harvie Wilkinson III, FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER,
http://www.fjc.gov/servlet/nGetInfo?jid=2587&cid=999&cytype-na8inState-na (last visited Oct.
26, 2010).
38
See Wilkinson, supra note 36; J. Harvie Wilkinson III, Is There a Distinctive Conservative
Jurisprudence?,73 U. COLO. L. REv. 1383 (2002).
39
Judicial Biographies of J. Michael Luttig and J. Harvie Wilkinson III, FEDERAL JUDICIAL
CENTER, http://www.fjc.gov/public/home.nsf/hisj (last visited March 13, 2008) (enter "Luttig" or
"Wilkinson," respectively).
40
Judge Wilkinson was Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Department of Justice Civil
Rights Division from 1982-83. Id. Judge Luttig was principal deputy assistant attorney in the
Office of Legal Counsel from 1989-90, and then assistant attorney general in OLC from 1990-91,
as well as Counselor to the Attorney General from 1990-91. Id. Judge Luttig also worked in the
Ford White House between college and law school. Id.
3

41

Id.

See Elisabeth Bumiller, Bush Vows to Seek Conservative Judges, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 29,
2002, at Al (quoting President Bush) ("We've got to get good, conservative judges appointed to
the bench and approved by the United States Senate."); see also Robert A. Carp, Kenneth L. Manning, & Ronald Stidham, The Decision-MakingBehavior of George W. Bush's PoliticalAppointees, 88 JUDICATURE 20 (2004) (finding that Bush judicial appointees are "among the most conservative on record").
43
Possible Bush
Nominees,
JURIST:
THE
LEGAL
EDUCATION
NETWORK,
http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/mentions.htm (last visited Oct. 26, 2010).
4
These searches used newspapers from January 20, 2001, when Bush became President,
through March 13, 2008. Within Lexis' "major newspaper" database, we used the following
search terms: For Judge Wilkinson, we used the search terms "Wilkinson" w/s "short-list" w/s
"Supreme Court." For Judge Luttig, we used the search terms "Luttig" w/s "short-list" w/s "Supreme Court." Judge Luttig's numbers are much higher than Judge Wilkinson's because of the
press coverage of his resignation from the bench in 2006 and subsequent career at Boeing.
42
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Given these proxies for ideology, Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig can
be fairly labeled "conservatives." Again, pinpointing their exact ideologies is
not important; what matters is that the two judges share a similar ideology.
Given a shared ideology, the attitudinalist model would predict that they would
vote the same way in politically-charged cases.
III.

JUDICIAL PHILOSOPHIES

Though they disagreed infrequently, it is instructive to examine precisely the grounds on which they did disagree. Such an examination sheds light on
the way judicial philosophies can influence a judge's decision-making.
A.

JudicialActivism

A fruitful place to begin an exploration of Judge Luttig's and Judge
Wilkinson's judicial philosophies is through each judge's understanding of the
justifiability of "judicial activism." Quite simply, Judge Luttig maintained that
judicial activism is never justified, while Judge Wilkinson holds that judicial
activism is justifiable under certain circumstances.
However, their different views on the justifiability of judicial activism
are easily explained: they employed different definitions of "judicial activism."
Judge Luttig maintained that judicial activism occurs whenever a judge inserts
personal preferences or ideology into judicial decision-making. 45 Judge Wilkinson offers a broader view, believing that judicial activism occurs whenever the
judiciary intervenes in the democratic process.46
But this easy explanation masks the true import of the judges' disagreement. Given Judge Luttig's definition, the vast majority of judgesperhaps all judges-would agree that judicial activism so understood cannot be
justified. However, Judge Luttig's definition excluded intervention with the
democratic process. His judicial philosophy focused on rigorously analyzing
text before him; he followed the conclusion to which that analysis led him. He
was not independently concerned with invention in, or deference to, the democratic process. Whatever deference the judiciary owes the democratic process is,
"Judicial activism, properly defined," Judge Luttig maintained, "is simply the substitution of
a judge's personal predilections for law, whatever form that substitution takes. That is, judicial
activism exists whenever the judicial officer gives effect to his view of what law ought to be,
rather than what law actually is." J. Michael Luttig, Remarks at the Conference of the American
Constitution Society on Conservative Judicial Activism (Aug. 1, 2003), available at
http://www.acslaw.org/pdf/Judicial%20Activism.pdf (last visited March 15, 2008).
46
Judge Wilkinson argues, "All manifestations of activism involve by definition judicial intervention into the democratic process. For this reason, the Court's activist ventures must rest not
only on a sound legal foundation, but on a profound sense of judicial modesty and caution." J.
Harvie Wilkinson III, Is There a Distinctive Conservative Jurisprudence?,73 U. COLO. L. REv.
1383, 1386 (2002).
45
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on his judicial philosophy, already built into to the judiciary's constitutional role
of interpreting, and not making, law.
Wilkinson defines judicial activism in a way that brings deference to the
democratic process and judicial modesty to the center of his judicial philosophy.
To him, judicial intervention in the democratic process is only justified on the
basis of sound legal principles and a profound sense of judicial modesty and
caution.
Defining the JudicialPhilosophies

B.

1.

Judge Wilkinson

Judge Wilkinson's threshold question is not "How should I resolve this
case?" 47 Rather, it is, "To whom does the Constitution entrust the resolution of
this issue?" 4 8 In other words, he believes the judge must first consider whether
the judiciary or the elected branches should decide an issue. And if the elected
branches should decide the issue, the judiciary may be called upon to determine
which branch is the most appropriate, both horizontally (executive vs. legislature) and vertically (federal vs. state). If the judiciary is to go beyond this determination and intervene in the democratic process, it should, as noted, do so
with appropriate deference and modesty.
Judge Wilkinson's judicial philosophy keeps the democratic processes
central by deference to the elected branches through judicial modesty. He believes that it is "a grave judicial act to nullify a product of the democratic
process."4 9 When the judiciary invalidates an act by an elected branch, it raises
the specter of unjustified judicial activism. Judge Wilkinson integrates this deference with fidelity to the text of the Constitution and statutes, including both
the guarantee of rights and the structure of the relation between state and federal
governments and between the branches of the federal government. Of course,
there are times when this deference and fidelity come into tension. But a crucial
component in the democratic process is the Constitution's "structural" dictates.
"Structural" pertains to "those provisions that appear to direct responsibility for
a decision to a particular branch of the federal government or to the states,"50 as
well as "the place of the federal courts in relation to the Congress, the executive
branch, and the various states." 5' The Constitution's structural provisions confer "the priceless values of self-governance upon many different entities."52
J. Harvie Wilkinson III, Our Structural Constitution, 104 COLUM. L. REv. 1687, 1707
(2004).

4

48

Id.

Brzonkala v. Va. Polytechnic Inst. & State Univ., 169 F.3d 820, 890 (4th Cir. 1999) (Wilkinson, J. concurring).
so
Wilkinson, supra note 47, at 1688.

49

s

52

Id. at 1689.
Id. at 1706.
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Judge Wilkinson believes, for instance, that the Rehnquist Court was justified in
striking down numerous federal laws because the Court's "interventions . . .
have invalidated congressional enactments violating basic principles of structure, namely the sovereign rights of states." 53
Still, Judge Wilkinson recognizes that such activism can be "heady
wine." 54 He emphasizes that judicial interference with legislative decisions
should be rare because the Constitution "suggests a sense of judicial modesty
and restraint, and abjures acts of aggrandizement on the part of the judiciary."
Judge Wilkinson believes judicial restraint is required for the democratic polity
to negotiate controversial societal issues. Judge Wilkinson made this point in an
article arguing against constitutionalizing the issue of same-sex marriage. He
explained that by constitutionalizing issues, we remove them from the democratic debate.56 Such constitutionalization gives too much power to the courts,
Judge Wilkinson argued, and upsets the delicate balance between the judiciary
and the elected branches. This balance is essential to the functioning of our
constitutional system.57 The Constitution is, on Judge Wilkinson's understanding, a framework for democratic rule, and not a document "to enshrine every
value we hold dear."5 8 The Framers, Judge Wilkinson believes, "were concerned supremely with process, and that process has made possible our civility,
self-governance, and greatness as a democratic nation."59
Judge Wilkinson views federalism as a core value of our constitutional
regime.o When deferring to the democratic process conflicts with the values of
Id. at 1690. As he put it elsewhere, "The Rehnquist Court has not . .. sought to preempt the
workings of democracy." Wilkinson, supra note 46, at 1385.
54
Wilkinson, supra note 46, at 1400.
5
Wilkinson, supra note 47, at 1695.
5

56

Misuse of constitutions is not an academic point. By traducing the American
constitutional tradition [by proposing a constitutional ban on same-sex marriages], we are eroding not only our sovereign rights to self-governance, but
our ability as a society to debate our deepest differences with even a modest
measure of mutual respect.
J. Harvie Wilkinson III, Gay Rights and American Constitutionalism:What's a ConstitutionFor?,
56 DuKE L.J. 545, 545 (2007).
57

The Framers conducted a revolution in favor of self-governance, however, and
they were well aware that using a constitution to deny future generations the
ability to rule themselves would threaten the charter's legitimacy. . . [The
Framers] drafted, first and foremost, a framework for majoritarian rule in the
present, which enables self-governance rather than undermining it.
Id. at 557-58.
58
See id. at 558.
59

Id. at 580.

6

Wilkinson wrote,
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federalism, courts are in a particularly difficult position. They must determine
which democratic institution-state or federal-should have decision-making
power over the issue at hand. Courts must act both with restraint to respect and
preserve the democratic process and with rigor to uphold the values of federalism by checking the federal government's extension of power. A judge should
be a "structural referee, not an ideological combatant." 6 1 Judge Wilkinson sees
the Constitution as not only guaranteeing individual rights, but also setting a
complementary structure of powers divided between federal and state governments and between branches of the federal government. 6 2 These structural elements of the Constitution complement guaranteed rights because diffusing power serves to guarantee rights.
Upon deciding the threshold question of to whom the Constitution entrusts resolution of the issue, Judge Wilkinson's philosophy takes on a practical
bent. He advocates a "jurisprudence of presumptions," rather than a strict rulebased approach, which admits of no exceptions, or an equity-based approach,
which decides cases on the basis of a sense of enlightened decency. 4 The advantages of the strict rule-based approach are that it facilitates predictability and
ease of application, and it minimizes judicial discretion. 65 The advantage of the
equity-based approach is that it is highly sensitive to individual circumstances.6 6
The problem with a strict rule-based approach is that, in human life, there truly
are exceptional circumstances that demand exceptions. 67 And the problem with
an equity-based approach is that it lacks the predictability necessary for the legal
system to function efficiently.6 8 A "jurisprudence of presumptions," Judge Wilkinson believes, avoids these problems by providing general rules, which allow
exceptions in certain circumstances. 69 It seeks to combine the strengths of the

[T]he problem with the Warren and Burger Courts' vision was an absence of
attention to the intermediate levels of America-to our mediative institutions,
both public and private, to the vast constitutional in-between. . . . In a public
sense, the mediative and intermediate institutions are our state and local governments. And it is precisely because of the growing dominance of national
and international forms of governance that they become important for our future.
Wilkinson, supra note 46, at 1392.
61
Id. at 1387.
62
Id. at 1386.
63
See id. at 1386.
J. Harvie Wilkinson III, Toward a Jurisprudence of Presumptions, 67 N.Y.U. L. REv. 907,
908 (1992).
65
Id. at 907-10.
6

6

Id.

67

Id.

68

Id.

69

Id. at 910.
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rule-based and equity-based perspectives, while avoiding their problems.70 It
rescues the harsher applications of the rules-based approach by allowing for
exception, while simultaneously restricting the dispensation of equity to those
cases that are truly are exceptional.' The rule to be applied in a particular case
is a strong presumption that can be overcome, though rarely and only by meeting the very high threshold of being "exceptional." 72
Yet another aspect of Judge Wilkinson's concern with context is the attention he pays to the practical consequences of judicial decision-making.
Judge Wilkinson says judges must take consequences seriously if compassion is
to be disciplined by reason so that it can be effectively deployed.73 To him,
democracy and the Constitution's structure highlight the importance of the consequences of judicial decision-making. They focus on how judicial decisions
will affect the elected branches and the proper allocation of decision-making
power among them. 74 Judge Wilkinson's concern about the structural responsibilities of the judiciary in a democratic regime acts as an important and independent rationale for his decision-making.
If Judge Wilkinson's judicial philosophy has a causal impact on his decision in a given case, we expect that the following factors, in appropriate circumstances, were integral in reaching his decision: 75
(1) Deference given to the democratic branches coupled with
(and sometimes in tension with) a powerful concern with the
structural dictates of the Constitution;
(2) Rules are employed as presumptions, such that equity plays
a role in his decisions in exceptional circumstances;

70

Wilkinson, supra note 64, at 911.

n1

Id.

72

Id.

Wilkinson, supra note 36, at 761.
For instance, in McMellon v. United States, 387 F.3d 329, 338 (4th Cir. 2004) (Wilkinson,
J., concurring), the en banc Fourth Circuit held that the waiver of sovereign immunity in the Suits
in Admiralty Act includes an implied discretionary-function exception. Judge Wilkinson wrote a
concurrence focusing on the negative consequences to the executive branch if the court failed to
find an implied discretionary function waiver. Id. To him, part of the judiciary's role in the democratic regime, within the "structural" Constitution, is to protect the proper decision-making province of the different branches-and the different levels-government. Id. When the court can
justifiably read in an implied discretionary function exception to the waiver of sovereign immunity, and such an exception is important to the proper functioning of the executive branch, the court
must do so. Id. at 350-53. See infra Part II(B)(2) for an explanation of how Judge Luttig responded to this argument.
7
That is, without the deployment of some or all of these factors, it is doubtful that he would
have reached the decision that he did.
7

74
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(3) Similarly, facts are interpreted contextually (for instance,
analysis of these facts are informed by the larger social and political context); and
(4) Practical consequence of decision, particularly its impact on
democratic institutions, is an important consideration.
2.

Judge Luttig

Judge Luttig saw his judicial role in a democracy as faithfully interpreting the text before him, and he adhered to a more rules-based approach. The
democratic process or the consequences of judicial decision-making (either on
that process or more generally) were subordinated to this primary task and did
not serve as independent guides or criteria in judicial decision-making.
Interestingly, this did not mean Judge Luttig's judicial philosophy was
more restrained or deferential than Judge Wilkinson's. On the contrary, Judge
Luttig was less concerned with restraint and deference and more focused on
textual analysis. He confined his definition of judicial activism to the impermissible act of allowing personal ideology influence judicial decision-making.77
Judge Luttig's understanding of activism did not include decisions that overturn
judgments the elected branches; he was not at pains to justify such decisions.
Modesty and deference played a diminished role in his judicial philosophy.
The text-statutory or constitutional-was central to his philosophy.
"[L]aw," Judge Luttig explained, "is an institution, separate and apart from politics." 78 Judges are "charged with the sacred responsibility of [the] interpretation" of the law and, upon donning their judicial robe, "must forsake their personal politics." 79 They "begin and end with rules, and that's what we do and
talk about it."80 It is by and through this single-minded focus on the text,
coupled with intellectual rigor and honesty, that "the judicial result reached be
the expression, not of the politics of the particular judge, but of the politics of
the People, from whom the judge derives his power."8' A lack of intellectual
Judge Luttig used legislative history only thirty-four times in published decisions throughout his time on the bench, and only seven times since 2000. Interestingly, in those occasions that
he used it after the year 2000, he used legislative history only to undermine the opposing judges'
characterizations of that legislative history.
n
He distinguished his definition of judicial activism from Judge Wilkinson's. He stated that
Judge Wilkinson believed that "if a court overturns an act as unconstitutional, that is an act of
judicial activism, without prescription, whether good or bad, it's just a fact." Luttig, supra note
45, at 34. He continued, "I personally don't share that view." Id.
78
Id. at 19.
76

9

Id.

s

Id. at 32. Judge Luttig argues that he does not have much trouble separating his personal
politics from his judicial decision-making. Id.
s1

Id.
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rigor, in his judgment, may either indicate incompetence or signal that political
preference has interfered with judicial decision-making. 82
Judge Luttig offered a gloss on his understanding of the judicial task in
interpreting statutes in Nigh v. Koons Buick Pontiac GMC,83 a statutoryinterpretation case. He emphasized that courts should look to the statutory text
alone to determine congressional intent. 84 He wrote,
Our responsibility is . . . not to determine whether there is evi-

dence that "Congress intended to override the Fourth Circuit's"
precedent (or any circuit precedent for that matter). . . . The

questions before this court, and that which we address above,
are simply whether Congress amended the statute in a way relevant to the prior interpretation, and if it did, what does the
amended statute mean.
Thus, the court can, and should, deduce congressional intent through rigorous
textual analysis of the statute.
82

[I]f a product is analytically indefensible-hypothetically at every level imaginable-I am not prepared to conclude, and I don't suggest here, that that
means at work necessarily, is judicial activism. It could be sheer incompetence. All I suggest is that when the analysis doesn't hold water, that it is at
least fertile field to begin the search for judicial activism. And if it cannot be
ascribed to incompetence or laziness, then at least it can be critiqued as a
plausible exercise ofjudicial activism.
Id. at 24.
8
319 F.3d 119 (4th Cir. 2003).
84
Id. at 127.
85
Id.
86
Judge Luttig further clarified this issue,
It could well be . . . that Congress did not intend to alter the statutory cap applicable under [the relevant] subparagraph . .. when it amended . .. However,

the criticalpoint of law-and it is critical- is that we do not know what Congress intended; all that we have before us is the amended statutefrom which
to determine intent. . . . It is the statute, not any inferential intent, that constitutes the law. Of course, it goes without saying, if Congress enacted into law
something different from what it intended, then it can simply amend the statute to bring the statute in line with congressional intent. In this way, and in
this way only, are the constitutional roles of the legislature and the courts respected.
Id. at 128 (emphasis added).
For a concise discussion of the historic development of textualism and how it differs from traditional intentionalism, see John F. Manning, Textualism and Legislative Intent, 91 VA. L. REv. 419
(2005). While classical intentionalists seek to glean Congressional intent not only from the text
but also through a careful reading of legislative history, textualists generally eschew legislative
history because, as a conceptual matter, there is no single intent to be discovered; legislation is the
result of complex deal-making and compromise. Id. Further, textualists fear that legislative history
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In United States v. Rhynes,87 Judge Luttig again displayed his reliance
on textual analysis. In Rhynes, the district judge ruled that counsel violated a
court order by discussing the testimony of one witness with another witness who
had yet to testify. 8 The trial court then excluded the witness who had been so
coached.89 The majority in Rhynes held that the district judge abused his discretion in ordering such a sanction, and that it violated the defendant's Sixth
Amendment right to call witnesses on his own behalf.90 Judge Luttig, in a concurrence, said he would not have reached the Sixth Amendment issue, because
he viewed the text as clear on its face. 9 ' In Judge Luttig's judgment, counsel
was not bound by the judge's order because the order spoke only of witnesses
speaking with one another. 92 On this reading, counsel was free to communicate
the testimony of one witness to another witness who had not yet testified.93 He
dismissed the majority's concern with whether the attorney violated "the spirit
of the order." 94 He said courts must be bound by their language.9 5 A judge
ought not seek to enforce the "spirit" of the law or seek to divine the "intent" of
the law-maker, except as that intent is revealed in and through the text as interpreted through rigorous analysis by one conversant in the relevant arena. 96 One
might sum up much of Judge Luttig's judicial philosophy with the end of his

can be manipulated by those with a vested interest in influencing later courts to the legislation in a
certain way. Id. Congressional intent, on the textualist view, is the intent revealed through a careful analysis of the relevant text. Id.
87
218 F.3d 310 (4th Cir. 2000).
88
Id. at 312.
89
Id.
90
Id. at 321.
91
Id. at 327.
92
The judge's order read,
I do grant the usual sequestration rule and that is that the witnesses shall not
discuss one with the other their testimony and particularly that would apply to
those witnesses who have completed testimony not to discuss testimony with
prospective witnesses, and I direct the Marshal's Service, as much as can be
done, to keep those witnesses separate from the-those witnesses who have testified separate and apart from the witnesses who have not yet given testimony
who might be in the custody of the marshal.
Id. at 327.
9
Rhynes, 218 F.3d at 327.
94
Id. at 327 ("We sit to determine whether laws have been violated, not to assess whether 'the
spirit' of a law has somehow been offended. In my view, for a judicial body either to punish or to
deprive based upon perceived offense to a 'spirit' of an enactment or a judicial order is nothing
short of the denial of due process.").

95

Id.

96

Id
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concurrence: "Obedience to the language of law ...

is .

.

307
0

. the very essence of

law." 97
Judge Luttig also believed that it is not the judge's role to consider consequences in deciding cases when, in his judgment, the text is clear and unambiguous. In McMellon v. United States,98 the court recognized an exception to a
waiver of sovereign immunity under the Suits in Admiralty Act ("SIAA"). 99
Judge Luttig wrote a dissent criticizing the majority for considering how failure
to recognize an exception would impact the executive branch.o00 He explained
that he believed "the courts are constitutionally barredfrom making such a legislative determination . . . ."1o' If Congress clearly and unambiguously waived

sovereign immunity, then the courts lack discretion to consider the consequences of that waiver.10 2 If Congress finds those consequences unacceptable,
then it is free to change the statute.'0 3 The judicial role is to enforce any clear
and unambiguous statute that Congress has the constitutional authority to
enact.104
Although deference to the elected branches' 05 or alignment with sister
circuits did not play pivotal roles in Judge Luttig's judicial philosophy, defe-

Id. at 328. In a revealing comment on how they differ in their textual analysis, Judge Wilkinson criticized Judge Luttig's analysis:
My brother Luttig contends that to defer to the district court's interpretation of
its own order is to forsake the textualism that properly guides us in the task of
statutory construction. This contention is misplaced. The differences between
our duty in interpreting a statute and our task in reviewing a district court's interpretation of its own order are significant. It is not possible for us to obtain
the views of 100 senators and 435 House members in discerning the meaning
of a federal statute. By contrast, it is entirely possible for an attorney to obtain
an explanation of an order from a single trial judge, an explanation that is
there for the asking. In the pursuit of pure textualism, my brother Luttig supplants the cooperation that should obtain between the bench and bar with a
more antagonistic relationship based on exploiting trial court orders for every
loophole and imprecision. Just as departing from text undermines the rule of
law in the course of statutory interpretation, so too will stripping a district
court of the ability to enforce its orders undermine the rule of law at trial.
9

Id. at 331.
98
387 F.3d 329 (4th Cir. 2004).
9
Id. at 338.
"o
101
102
103

Id. at 326.

Id. at 381 (emphasis in original).
Id. at 382.
Id. at 377.

McMellon, 387 F.3d at 365-66. Nor was Judge Luttig concerned that his stance would put
the Fourth Circuit at odds with the other circuits. Id. at 380.
105
Deference in this context refers to a judge seeking to avoid striking down a decision by the
elected branches. Judge Luttig viewed such restraint as unnecessary. Judges simply need to fulfill their constitutional role of faithfully analyzing the text at issue in light of the constitution and
'0
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rence to Supreme Court precedent did play such a role. For example, in 1998,
Judge Luttig granted the Commonwealth of Virginia's request for a stay on a
district court's order striking down a Virginia law banning "partial birth" abortion. o0 However, in 2000, after the Supreme Court overturned a similar law in
Nebraska, Judge Luttig, in Richmond Medical Centerfor Women v. Gilmore,'07
reversed himself and wrote the Fourth Circuit decision that invalidated the Virginia statute, lifting the stay on the district court's ruling.'0 8 This holding ran
directly counter to the conservative preference. In fact, the plaintiffs had requested that Judge Luttig recuse himself because he had previously ruled on the
state's request to stay the district court order.' 09 But Judge Luttig argued that to
recuse himself would be to admit that his personal preferences played a role in
his decision-making.1 0 Instead, he explained, "there actually is law independent of each of us, and that, as individual judges, we are bound, and bound
equally, by that law.""'
In his opinion, he maintained that he understood the Supreme Court's
decision in Planned Parenthood v. Caseyll2 to be "a decision of super-stare
decisis" with respect to a woman's fundamental right to choose whether or not
to proceed with a pregnancy.1 13 And he clearly articulated his view of the role
of the lower courts in relation to the Supreme Court.
As a court of law, ours is neither to devise ways in which to circumvent the opinions of the Supreme Court nor to indulge delay in the full implementation of the Court's opinions. Rather,
our responsibility is to follow faithfully its opinions, because
that court is, by constitutional design, vested with the ultimate
authority to interpret the Constitution.114
A judge must bow to precedent regardless of his or her personal preference.

Supreme Court precedent. If such analysis leads to striking down decisions of the elected
branches, it is because these branches have overstepped their own boundaries.
106
The ruling ran counter to courts in seventeen other states in which bans on the procedure
had been challenged. Charles Lane & Jerry Markon, Similar Appeal; Diferent Styles: Two Judges
Seen as Potential Supreme CourtNominees Share Conservatives'Approval,WASH. POST, Jul. 17,
2005,
at
A04,
available
at
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2005/07/16/AR2005071601049.html (last visited October 31, 2010).
107
219 F.3d 376 (4th Cir. 2000).
1os Id. at 377.
109

Id. at 378.

110

Id.

"'

Id.

112

505 U.S. 833 (1992).
Richmond Med. Ctr.for Women, 219 F.3d at 376.
Id. at 378.

113
114
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If Judge Luttig's judicial philosophy had a causal impact on his decision
in a given case, we expect that the following factors, in appropriate circumstances, were integral in his decision:'
(1) The relevant text, rigorously analyzed and largely isolated
from social or political context, is of central significance;
(2) Rules and precedent are rigorously adhered to with little
concern for practical consequences or how sister circuits have
voted; and
(3) Facts are interpreted as narrowly as possible to determine
the issue at hand.
If the deployment of the components in these two judges' judicial philosophies were prominent in the judges' articulation of their opinions, then it is
plausible to conclude that judicial philosophy had a causal impact on those decisions.
IV. THE CASES
Each of the following cases is a "political" case falling within one of the
following categories: criminal appeal, civil rights, labor, and economic regulation. These cases are "political" because one can predict that judges of particular ideologies will decide these cases in a certain way. The attitudinal model
predicts that a "conservative" judge would hold against the defendant and for
the prosecution in criminal cases; against the plaintiff and for the defendant in
civil-rights cases; against the employee and for the employer in labor cases; and
against the government and for the challenger in economic-regulation cases. A
"liberal" judge would vote for the opposite outcomes. Because Judges Wilkinson and Luttig were both "conservative" judges, one would predict that their
decisions would conform to these outcomes.
An analysis of the cases shows that Judges Wilkinson and Luttig did not
always conform to these predictions, and their judicial philosophies help explain
why. In each of these cases, Judge Wilkinson's and Judge Luttig's judicial philosophies led them to vote opposite their predicted ideological outcome. In each
case, the judges stood fast to those philosophies, and the judges' analyses suggest that judicial philosophy played a significant role in the outcome of the cases.

"
That is, without the deployment of some or all of these factors, it is doubtful that he would
have reached the decision that he did.
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Gibbs v. Babbitt, 214 F.3d 483 (4th Cir.2000)

Gibbs v. Babbittll6 showcases the differences between Judge Wilkinson's and Judge Luttig's judicial philosophies. It is a Commerce Clause case, a
brand of cases-particularly in the immediate wake of United States v. Lopez1 7
and United States v. Morrison" -in which one would predict that two conservative judges would agree on an outcome. However, Judge Wilkinson, writing
for the majority, upheld a Department of the Interior regulation as valid under
the Commerce Clause' '9 -a result we have labeled as a "liberal" result. Judge
Luttig, citing Lopez and Morrison, dissented. 20
In Gibbs, the court upheld a Fish and Wildlife Service regulation that
limited a landowner's ability to "take" red wolves on their property.121 In 1973,
Congress passed the Endangered Species Actl 22 to protect endangered plants
and animals; section 9(a)(1) of the Act prohibited the "taking" of any endangered animal without a permit.12 3 The term "take" was defined as "to harass,
harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct." 24 The Act authorized the Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS") to issue regulations to protect threatened or endangered species.12 5
Reintroduced animals could be labeled as "experimental." 26 These animals
were generally treated as "threatened," rather than "endangered." 2 7 The FWS
could selectively regulate how these animals could be treated, including whether
certain animals may be taken on local lands.128
In 1986, the FWS issued regulations on the reintroduction of red
wolves, an endangered species. The FWS reintroduced the red wolves in eastern North Carolina, which it determined would be the best habitat for the continued survival of the species. It labeled the red wolves "experimental" and
promulgated regulations, which prohibited taking of red wolves with certain

116

117
118
119
120
121
122

214 F.3d 483 (4th Cir. 2000).
514 U.S. 549 (1995).
529 U.S. 598 (2000).
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 487.
Id. at 506 (Luttig, J., dissenting).
Id. at 486-87 (majority opinion).
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA), Pub. L. No. 93-205, 87 Stat. 884 (codified as

amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-44 (1994 & Supp. III 1997)).
123
16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B) (1994).
124
Id. § 1532(19).
125
Id. § 1533(d).
126
16 U.S.C. § 1539(j) (1994).
127
Id. § 1539(j)(2)(C).
128
Id. § 1533(d).
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exceptions. Specifically, the FWS relaxed the standards when the taking of the
red wolves occurred on private lands.12 9
The plaintiffs, two landowners and two North Carolina counties, challenged the constitutionality of the regulation in federal court.' 30 They claimed
that the regulation, as applied to red wolves occupying private land in eastern
North Carolina, exceeded the scope of Congress's Commerce Clause power.
The district court sided with the federal government.' 32 It ruled that Congress
had the power to regulate conduct that might harm red wolves, because red
wolves are "things in interstate commerce because they have moved across state
lines and their movement is followed by tourists, academics and scientists."' 33
The plaintiffs appealed, and the Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court rul-

ing.134

After outlining the facts of the case, Judge Wilkinson, writing for the
majority, clarified his understanding of the Supreme Court's Commerce Clause
jurisprudence in the wake of Lopez and Morrison. He argued that the judiciary
must ensure that federal statutes and regulations are promulgated under proper
constitutional authority.'3 5 When federal statutes and regulations rely on the
Commerce Clause, the judiciary must evaluate whether the regulated activity
sufficiently affects interstate commerce.' 36 Significantly, he clarified that "the
courts may not simply tear through the considered judgments of Congress.
Judicial restraint is a long and honored tradition and this restraint applies to
Commerce Clause adjudications." 3 7 The Commerce Clause represents a broad
grant of federal legislative authority, so that even as the judiciary "must enforce
the structural limits of Our Federalism," the judiciary must "also defer to the
See Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 488-89 (describing the history of the red wolf's endangered status
and the ways in which the taking standard was relaxed). The regulation allowed non-intentional
taking of red wolves, such as in defense of a person's life or when the wolves were in the act of
killing livestock. An owner was also allowed to harass red wolves on private property, or to take
red wolves with written approval if the FWS was unsuccessful in capturing the animals. Id.
In 1990, one of the plaintiffs, Richard Lee Mann, shot a red wolf on his property that he claimed
threatened his cattle. The federal government prosecuted Mann under the FWS regulation, and he
pled guilty. Id. at 489. This prosecution sparked opposition to the regulations. The North Carolina General Assembly passed a law allowing private landowners to kill red wolves on their property if the landowners had previously asked FWS to remove the animals from the property. Id. The
state law directly conflicted with the federal regulation because it provided less protection than the
federal regulation. Id.
130
Id. at 489.
129

'

Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 488-89.

132

Id. at 489-90.

1"
1"

Gibbs v. Babbitt, 31 F. Supp. 2d 531, 535 (E.D.N.C. 1998).
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 487.
Id. at 490.

136

Id.

13

Id.

134
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political judgments of Congress . . . .""' Judge Wilkinson argued that the principle underlying Lopez and Morrison is that where a federal regulation (1) only
has a tenuous connection to interstate commerce and (2) infringes on an area of
traditional state concern, "the courts should not hesitate to exercise their constitutional obligation" and hold that the regulation exceeds Congress's power.13 9
Still, Judge Wilkinson cautioned that courts must not "overstep the judicial
role;" he noted that there is something ironic about courts overstepping their
constitutional role in an effort to restrain Congress.14 0
Judge Wilkinson analyzed the regulation of taking of red wolves on private property under Lopez's third prong, which provides that the regulated activities must have a substantial impact on interstate commerce.14' He said the
regulation met this test because red wolves (1) generate revenue from tourism, 142 (2) generate jobs and deepen knowledge through encouraging scientific
research,1 43 and (3) potentially generate revenue through a renewed trade in fur
pelts.14 4 Judge Wilkinson leaned on legislative history to bolster these points.14 5
Again, he stressed that courts must defer to Congress's and the administrative
agency's judgment regarding the scientific value and commercial impact of red
wolves.14 6 These tasks are outside the courts' institutional competence. 147 He
worried that "[t]o overturn this regulation would start courts down the road to
second-guessing all kinds of legislative judgments." 4 8
In addition to holding that the regulation at issue is within the power of
Congress under the Commerce Clause, the majority also recognized that it is
sustainable as an essential part of a larger regulatory scheme on economic activity, in this case the Endangered Species Act, which depends on such regulations.149 Judge Wilkinson argued that separation of powers principles mandated
38

139

Id. (emphasis added).

Id. at 49 1.

Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 492.
141
Id. at 491.
142
Id. at 493-94. In making his argument, Judge Wilkinson drew on legislative history to
demonstrate that it would not be sufficient for tourism to only protect the red wolves on federal or
state land. Id. at 494.
143
Id. at 494.
'"
Id. at 495. Judge Wilkinson pulled from legislative history to show that controlled exploitation was one of Congress's goals in passing the Endangered Species Act. Id.
145
Id.
146
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 495.
147
Id. Judge Wilkinson added a fourth point: the taking of red wolves is connected to interstate
commerce in the sense that restricting this taking may impede interstate commerce. He noted that
it is for Congress, not the courts, to balance economic effects. He also noted that red wolves may
actually help farming enterprises, for example, by preying on animals that destroy crops. Id.
140

148

Id. at 497.

149
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 497-98 (holding that the regulation at issue must "be evaluated against
the overall congressional goal of restoring red wolves and endangered species generally").
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that courts leave carrying out such a constitutionally authorized regulatory
scheme to Congress and executive agencies.150
Judge Wilkinson said this regulation was consistent with the Constitution insofar as it properly distinguished what is national from what is local.' 5 '
The regulation did not infringe on the state's traditional control over wildlife or
the state's traditional police power because Congress, with the approval of the
Supreme Court, has long regulated private land for environmental and wildlife

conservation.152
Judge Luttig, in his dissent, framed the issue as follows: "the simple ...
question of law for us to decide is whether, assuming its validity under statute,
this one particular Fish and Wildlife regulation exceeds Congress' power under
the Commerce Clause."' 53 Judge Luttig disagreed with the majority's grounds
for finding that the taking of red wolves on private property would substantially
impact interstate commerce.' 54 Specifically, he posited that even the killing of
all forty-one red wolves estimated to be on private property would not constitute
an economic activity under Lopez and Morrison.'55 If it was not an economic
activity, then aggregation was not permitted.156 But, Judge Luttig maintained,
even assuming that it was an economic activity, it was not an activity that would
substantially impact interstate commerce.'5 7 Only by piling inference upon inference could the majority reach its holding.' 58
Judge Luttig clarified that he did not accept the majority's view of the
proper role of the judiciary in Commerce Clause cases.15 9 He characterized the
majority's view as saying that "political processes are the safeguard against fed-

ISO
1s1

at 498.
Id. at 499.
Id.

Id. He argued that, in light of Supreme Court precedent, the taking of red wolves on private
property is "not an area in which the states may assert an exclusive and traditional prerogative in
derogation of an enumerated federal power." Id.
's3
Id. at 506 (Luttig, J., dissenting).
1S4
Id. at 507.
5
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 507.
152

156

Id.

157

Id.

1st

Id. at 507-09. Judge Luttig stated,
[W]e are confronted here with an administrative agency regulation of an activity that implicates but a handful of animals, if even that, in one small region of
one state. An activity that not only has no current economic character, but one
that concededly has had no economic character for well over a century now.
An activity that has no foreseeable economic character at all, except upon the
baldest (though admittedly most humorous) of speculation that the red wolf
pelt trade will once again emerge as a centerpiece of our Nation's economy.
Id. at 508-09.
159
Id. at 509.
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eral encroachment upon the states."16 0 However, Judge Luttig argued, it is the
courts that must ultimately interpret the Commerce Clause.161 And he "would
faithfully apply . .. the Supreme Court's landmark decisions in Lopez and Mor-

rison,"'62 and hold the regulation unconstitutional.
Judge Wilkinson, in the majority opinion, responded directly to Judge
Luttig's dissent.163 He argued that accepting Judge Luttig's position would require the court to "move .

.

. from preserving traditional state roles to disman-

tling historic federal ones."1"6 Further, Judge Wilkinson maintained, Judge Luttig's position would "rework the relationship between the judiciary and its coordinate branches." 6 5 There is a difference, Judge Wilkinson argued, between the
wisdom of legislation and its constitutionality.' 6 6 While the judiciary has "always started with a presumption in favor of an enactment's constitutionality," 67
Judge Luttig, Judge Wilkinson maintained, reversed the presumption so that the
burden lies with those seeking to uphold the enactment.
Judge Wilkinson also took Judge Luttig to task for his "truncated legal
universe" that failed to weigh in the judicial balance the national interest in the
development of natural resources.1 68 In essence, Judge Luttig's dissent held that
scarce resources, or endangered species, are by the very fact that they are scarce
or endangered, too trivial to justify protection.16 9 Finally, Judge Wilkinson contended that Judge Luttig's view "works a rent in the fabric of Our Federalism"
insofar as it transforms "the reviewing function from a shield protecting state
activities into a sword dismembering a long recognized federal one."' 70 That is,
just as Congress should not usurp traditional state prerogatives, neither should
the courts erode the historic role of the federal government in protecting natural
resources. 171 The courts, he argues, should not side with one party or the other,
but rather should exercise judicial restraint and step aside to allow Congress to

160

161
162
163
164
165
166
167

Id.
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 509.
Id.
Id. at 504 (majority opinion).
Id.
Id.
Id.
Gibbs, 214 F.3d at 504.

168

Id. at 505.

169

Id.

170

Id.

1'
Judge Wilkinson responded specifically to Judge Luttig's charge that the majority had consigned Commerce Clause adjudications to political processes, arguing rather that the majority's
view "takes account of the fact that judicial review is limited by the due respect that we must have
for the decisions of a coordinate branch." Id. at 505 n.5.
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act, as it is constitutionally permitted to do, and promulgate the regulations necessary to enforce the Endangered Species Act.172
This exchange between Judges Wilkinson and Luttig encapsulates the
contours of their respective judicial philosophies. Luttig saw the case in characteristically sharp terms. In his view, the case simply required faithfully applying
the precedent of Lopez and Morrison to the facts of this case. And he characterized the facts themselves in isolation-simply forty-one wolves on private
land-from broader social goals or concern for the wider consequences of his
ruling. What Judge Wilkinson took to be a "truncated legal universe" was
Judge Luttig's attempt to focus on the essential elements in both the law and the
facts. In Judge Luttig's judgment, that was the proper limit of the judge's task.
Judge Luttig looked to Supreme Court precedent for guidance and applied the rules he gleaned to the facts, specifically to the forty-one protected
wolves on private land. He did not seek to relate these wolves to any larger
context in terms of the survival of the species or the Endangered Species Act.
Viewing these forty-one wolves in isolation, it is difficult to make an economic
argument that would satisfy the Commerce Clause test set out in Lopez, and
seen in these terms, he believed the regulation should be struck down.
Judge Wilkinson, also characteristically, viewed this case in complex
political and social terms. He drew on the same precedent as Judge Luttig, but
understood the import of that precedent very differently because he characterized the facts in terms of Congress's multi-faceted goals in preserving wildlife
and the complex means necessary to do so (including regulating wildlife on
private property). He explored the consequences of failing to act to regulate
takings in this case in terms of its broader implications for the protection of any
endangered species. He also carefully examined the federalism issue in terms of
traditional state roles and permitted federal roles. And, once he determined
which democratic branch, state or federal, was the proper locus of decisionmaking, his view of the properly deferential role of the judiciary in relation to
the democratic branches colored his entire analysis.
Judge Wilkinson's analysis encompasses a broader context. He applied
the same rules to a very differently understood set of facts. He understood the
forty-one wolves on private land as a vital part of the entire population of reintroduced wolves, and this endangered species was part of a broader effort by the
federal government to achieve multiple goals (especially through the Endangered Species Act) in terms of wildlife and environmental management.
Viewed in this context, the preservation of the wolves on private land was part
of an overall scheme that drew tourists, generated scientific interest, and may
lead to commercial exploitation of red wolves' pelts. Judge Wilkinson also
viewed this protective activity within the context of state-federal relations, and
analyzed the traditional, historical role of each body in this arena. Finally, his
analysis was contained within his explicit understanding of the judiciary's re172

Id. at 506.
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strained role. Viewed in this context, Judge Wilkinson believed the regulation
ought to be upheld.
United States v. Cotton, 261 F.3d 397 (4th Cir. 2001)

B.

United States v. Cotton,'13 a criminal appeal, distinguishes Judge Luttig's devotion to text-here, the text of precedent-from Judge Wilkinson's
concerns about separation of powers, institutional competency, and practical
consequences. The clear conservative outcome would be to side with the prosecution and uphold the criminal convictions. However, Judge Luttig, writing for
the majority, went against this preference, and instead remanded the case to
district court.
In Cotton, the appellants had been convicted of both conspiracy to distribute and possession with intent to distribute cocaine hydrochloride and cocaine base.17 4 The district court sentenced them to prison for periods ranging
from fifteen years to life.17 They appealed their sentences on two grounds.
They first argued that their sentences should be overturned because the general
jury verdict convicting them was ambiguous because it did not specify which
drug they had conspired to distribute.176 The Fourth Circuit panel rejected this
argument without disagreement and upheld their convictions on the grounds that
the jury verdict was unambiguous.177
The appellants' second argument, however, split the panel. The appellants argued that their sentences violated the Supreme Court's holding in Apprendi v. New Jersey'78 because the specific threshold drug quantity, which determined the length of their sentences, was not mentioned in their indictments. 79
They claimed that drug quantity was an element of their sentencing and that
failure to include drug quantity in the indictment affected the fairness of the
trial.so The Fourth Circuit held the error was plain and remanded the case for
resentencing.' '
Judge Luttig viewed the salient facts of the cases-the sentencing and
the indictment-through the lens of guiding precedent. Since the sentencing
went beyond what was explicitly included in the indictment, the case had to go
17

261 F.3d 397 (4th Cir. 2001), rev'd 535 U.S. 625 (2002).

174

Id. at 40 1.

17

Id.

176

Id. at 401-02.

'n

Id. at 403.

530 U.S. 466 (2000) (holding that the Sixth Amendment prohibits sentencing beyond the
statutory maximum in a criminal case for any factual element that has not been found by the jury
beyond a reasonable doubt).
1
Cotton, 261 F.3d at 403.
180
See id. at 403.
181
Id. at 407.
178
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back for re-sentencing. 182 His opinion centered on Sixth Amendment rights, as
interpreted by precedent. He began with a Fourth Circuit case, United States v.
Promise,"' which held that failing to charge drug quantity in an indictment and
failing to submit the issue of quantity to the jury is plain error.' 84 He read the
facts in Promise to be sufficiently similar to these facts to conclude that the district court in this case committed plain error.'8 5
Having found plain error, Judge Luttig looked at several Supreme Court
cases to determine the proper remedy. He rejected the government's argument
that the facts in this case established the necessary quantities for an aggravated
drug trafficking offense 86 and concluded that the cases required re-sentencing
the appellants.' 87 For Judge Luttig, the text of precedent controlled the outcome.
He said, "While the government may well be correct as a factual matter, the
quantum of evidence is not a relevant consideration when the error stems from a
defect in the indictment."' 88 He formalistically distinguished the roles of the
petit jury and the grand jury.' 89 Even if the petit jury could have found the appellants guilty, it lacked authority to usurp the grand jury's duty to issue an indictment.' 90
Dissenting in part, Judge Wilkinson accepted the government's argument that the sentences should stand because the evidence proved drug quantity.19' While he considered the precedent relied upon by the majority, his dissent
highlighted separation of powers and public policy grounds (including a powerful concern for the broader consequences of this case).192 He explained that "it
would constitute a manifest injustice to reduce these defendants' sentences
when the evidence undeniably demonstrates that they committed the greater
statutory offense," and he would "decline to notice the error."' 93 Concerned that
182

Id. at 404.
255 F.3d 150 (4th Cir. 2001).
Id. at 159-60.
Cotton, 261 F.3d at 403, 407.

183
'8

185
186

Id. at 407.

187

Id.

88

Id.

189

id.

190

Id.

191

Cotton, 261 F.3d at 410 (Wilkinson, J., dissenting).
Id. at 413, 416. For instance, Judge Wilkinson argues primarily on policy grounds that

192

[u]nder Congress' intended sentencing scheme, Hall Jr. and the conspiracy's
other key players justifiably received more stringent penalties than those individuals who were less essential to the conspiracy's success. However, by reducing their sentences under 21 U.S.C.S 841(b), this court erases the differences in punishment and condemnation between the conspiracy's kingpin and
its underlings.
Id.
13

Id. at 4 10.
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the majority's opinion would harm the ability of the government to prosecute
drug crimes, his opinion focused on the overwhelming evidence collected by
law enforcement.194 He wrote,
In one sweeping motion, this court nullifies the sacrifices made
by law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and trial courts in enforcing this country's drug laws. Furthermore, the majority
overlooks the ultimate sacrifice paid by the victims of the drug
trade. Seen as part of the overall drug problem, the drugs at issue here may be a mere drop in the bucket. But seen in terms of
individual lives, the consequences of this sort of drug distribution are incalculable.1 9 5
Judge Wilkinson preferred to defer to the executive branch and Congress to decide how to fight drugs.' 9 6 His Cotton dissent falls squarely in line
with his philosophy that the democratic branches should make policy decisions
and that the judiciary should defer to those decisions. It also evidences his constant concern with the broader practical consequences of the case before himin this case, concern about the ability of the law enforcement to prosecute
crimes that had powerfully destructive effects on their victims and entire communities. In his view, the law cannot be properly applied in a given case if one
isolates the facts of the case from these wider implications (such as effectiveness of law enforcement and the effect on communities) and the general judicial
obligation of deferring to the political branches.
Berkley v. Common Council, 63 F.3d 295 (4th Cir. 1995) (en banc)

C.

Berkley v. Common Council'97 concerned whether city officers had absolute immunity in a § 1983 action for legislative tasks.19 8 The "conservative"
outcome in Berkley would be to find immunity for the city, denying the civil
rights plaintiffs the ability to challenge the city council's actions in federal
court. The case highlights how Judge Luttig's devotion to text and Judge Wilkinson's focus on the democratic process drove the judges to different outcomes.
Employees of the City of Charleston, West Virginia, sued the city council in a § 1983 action for denying a pay increase.' 99 The employees claimed that
the city council denied the pay increase because, in the prior mayoral election,
194

Id. at 412-13.

195

Id. at 416.

196

Id.

19

'

63 F.3d 295 (4th Cir. 1995) (en banc).
Id. at 296.

199

Id. at 302.
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the employees had supported a mayoral candidate that had opposed the candidate that the council had supported. 20 0 They claimed this violated their First
Amendment rights. 2 0 1 The district court dismissed the suit, ruling that the city
had absolute immunity from suit.2 02 The district court ruled that the city had
such immunity because it denied the pay increase in the course of passing the
city budget, which is a legislative act.203
Judge Luttig's majority opinion emphasized his view that no source of
law supported granting the city council absolute immunity. He cited the Supreme Court's opinion in Monell v. New York Department of Social Services,204

holding that municipalities were "persons" for the purposes of § 1983 suits and
could be held monetarily liable.205 He noted that, since Monell, municipalities
had repeatedly attempted to evade liability under § 1983 by claiming immunity.206 However, Judge Luttig remarked, the Supreme Court has "left no doubt
that municipalities and local governments are not immune from suits brought
under section 1983."207 He cited cases after Monell in which the Court reaffirmed that cities may be liable for their policies.208 He wrote, "In the face of
such clear and broad pronouncements by the Supreme Court, we have little
trouble concluding that a municipality is not immune from section 1983 liability
for unconstitutional enactments and other legislative activities of the local legislature." 209
He further explained that the city's legislative acts do not make it immune under legislative immunity because the Supreme Court has addressed that
issue.20 "[T]he Court," he said, "routinely cites the enactment of legislation as
the prototypical government conduct that can give rise to liability .... ."21 1 Because he found the precedent clear, Judge Luttig explicitly rejected the dissent's
attempt to consider consequences to inform their decision. The Court had already considered, and rejected, that policy argument. He wrote, "Ours, however, is not to craft a wise or effective policy, but rather, only to interpret section
1983 consistently with the Supreme Court's interpretation of that statute."2 12

200

Id.

201

Id.
Id.

202
203
204
205
206
207

208
209
210
211
212

Berkley, 63 F.3d at 302.
Id. at 296 (citing Monell v. N.Y. Dept. of Social Servs., 436 U.S. 658, 690 (1978)).
Berkley, 63 F.3d at 296.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 298.
Berkley, 63 F.3d at 299.
Id. at 296 n.1.
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Judge Wilkinson's dissent, however, focused entirely on the practical
effect that denying immunity would have on local governments. He characterized the dispute between the employees and the city as a "political dog fight
over a municipal budget" that is better left to the political process. 2 13 By contrast, the majority decision meant that "the federal courtroom will come to replace the county meeting hall and city council chambers as the cornerstone of
American politics." 2 14 The Supreme Court, he explained, could not have intended this result. 2 15 In addition, he warned that elected officials would be
chilled from exercising discretion out of fear of liability. "Instead of enjoying
the freedom to cast votes according to their consciences and the wishes of their
constituents," he wrote, "legislators must now look over their shoulders at the
possible legal consequences of a vote cast or an argument advanced." 2 16
The federal-state balance was at issue for Judge Wilkinson. Here, a
federal court was exposing a local government to federal liability for money
damages. In Judge Wilkinson's view, the court had "consigned to federal court
the most basic and important acts of a democracy. This amounts, literally, to
local government by lawsuit., 217 To him, such a derogation from the constitutional balance requires explicit language from Congress.2 18 He cited Supreme
Court precedent requiring clear congressional language before § 1983 suits
could interfere with local governments. 2 19 He argued that § 1983 does not contemplate imposing liability on municipal governments for legislative acts:
"When Congress passed the law in 1871, it had no idea it would metastasize to
this extent." 2 20 In addition, he contended that the majority position left a "gap
... in the overall structure of defenses to § 1983 actions." 221 He said the Court
generally provides municipalities with some immunity under § 1983, but the
majority was subjecting municipalities to strict liability.2 2 2 To him, such consequences required extending absolute immunity to municipal officers when acting in a legislative capacity.223

213

Id. at 304 (Wilkinson, J., dissenting).

214

Id.
Id.
Id. at 305.
Berkley, 63 F.3d at 304.
Id.; see also id. at 306.

215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223

Id. at 307.
Id. at 308.
Id.
Id. at 309.
Berkley, 63 F.3d at 308-09.
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First Penn-Pacific Insurance Co. v. Evans, 304 F.3d 345 (4th Cir. 2002)
FirstPenn-Pacfic224 is at its heart an abstention case, but it can also be

fairly described as an economic-regulation case. By upholding the district
court's decision to abstain, the court respected the State of Maryland's interest
in regulating an industry. This presents two essentially ideological issues. It
presents an issue of whether Maryland can regulate the viatical-settlement industry. But more interestingly, it presents a case where two conservative judges
disagreed over the propriety of federal-court abstention.
In First Penn-Pacific, Judge Wilkinson wrote for the majority uphold-

ing a district court's dismissal of a claim under Burford abstention.2 25 The court
held that the district court did not abuse its discretion when it ruled that a federal
court action would disrupt on-going state litigation that was seeking to resolve
an important state regulatory issue. 226 Answer Care, a viatical settlement company, bought life insurance policies from the terminally ill and sold shares in
those policies to investors. 227 First Penn-Pacific, a life insurance company, sued
Answer Care. 228 First Penn-Pacific sought rescission of a policy it sold to one of
the terminally ill people that Answer Care worked with on the basis that the
policy was fraudulently obtained.22 9 Maryland First Financial intervened in
federal court, arguing that the district court should abstain from hearing the suit
on the grounds of Burford abstention, because litigation involving these issues
was well underway in state court. 230 It argued that the federal district court hearing the case would interfere with several state court orders. 231 The district court
agreed with Maryland First Financial, and dismissed First Penn-Pacific's claims
without prejudice.232 First Penn-Pacific appealed. 233
Judge Wilkinson's opinion centered on the goals of Burford abstention:
federalism and comity. 234 He was concerned about the consequences that the
federal-court action would have on the state court resolution of the dispute.235
224
225

First Penn-Pacific Ins. Co. v. Evans, 304 F.3d 345 (4th Cir. 2002).
Id. at 346.

226

Id.

227

Id. at 346-47.
Id. at 346.

228
229

Id.

First Penn-Pacific, 304 F.3d at 346. In Maryland state court, the Maryland Securities
Commissioner had sued Answer Care for securities violations and fraud. Id. The state court had
already enjoined Answer Care's business and frozen Answer Care's assets. Id. It had appointed
Maryland First Financial Corp. as the receiver for Answer Care's business and had also appointed
counsel to sue on the behalf of Answer Care's investors. Id.
231
Id.
232
Id. at 347-48.
230

233
234
235

Id.
Id. at 348 (quoting Quackenbush v. All-State Ins. Co., 517 U.S. 706, 728 (1996)).
FirstPenn-Pacific,304 F.3d at 349.
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He pointed out early on in his opinion that the standard of review is abuse of
discretion.2 36 Noting that Supreme Court precedent does not provide bright-line
rules to guide federal courts on when abstention is appropriate, he said the district court did not abuse it discretion by abstaining here.23 7 He analogized to an
abstention case involving a savings and loan and explained that Answer Care
was "subject to a highly regulated state process involving the liquidation of its
Abstention was appropriate because the federal court action could
assets."
severely interfere with state-court objectives. 2 39 Furthermore, the fact that state
law claims were involved and the state court had appointed the receiver under
state law favored abstention.24 0
Judge Luttig's dissent focused on a different type of consequence: how
the court's decision would change precedent. He characterized the majority's
holding as an impermissible extension of Burford abstention.24 He explained
that Congress authorized the federal court to hear this case, and no Supreme
Court case compelled abstention.242 He wrote that "at least on a principled application, Burford abstention would be required in virtually every diversity case
by today's opinion, a result supported by no authority, not even those in our
Circuit, and certainly none of those relied upon by the majority."243 Judge Luttig distinguished the precedent relied on by the majority. He maintained that that
precedent involved a financial crisis that the state dealt with through emergency
session legislation. 2 44 Here, however, there was no state crisis pending in state
court; to the contrary, he said "the receivership here is of the most unexceptional
kind." 245 On his view, this case raised no conflict between state and federal
action.246 Judge Luttig saw this case as one where Congress has granted the
federal court jurisdiction to hear the case, and there was nothing in Supreme
Court or Circuit precedent that requires abstention.24 7 He concluded by explaining, "As Congress has required by statute, and the Supreme Court has required
by decision, I would require the district court to decide this dispute, which was
properly before that court for decision. There is no imperative or peculiar need
for state court adjudication."2 48 Extending Burford to this case would not only
236

Id. at 348.

237

Id.
Id. at 349.
Id.
Id. at 351.
FirstPenn-Pacic,304 F.3d at 351 (Luttig, J., dissenting).

238
239
240
241
242

243
244
245

246
247
248

Id.
Id. at 351-52.
Id. at 352.
Id.
Id. at 353.
FirstPenn-Pacific, 304 F.3d at 353.
Id.
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impermissibly stretch what federal law and precedent allow, but it would also
set bad precedent for later cases where the text would require courts to follow. 2 49
Even though the judges appear backwards in their analysis-Judge Wilkinson focusing solely on these facts and Judge Luttig lamenting consequences-a more nuanced inquiry shows the judges stayed true to their philosophies. Judge Wilkinson's factual approach concentrated on the proper balance
in federal-state relations. He worried about the effects that the federal court
action would have on state operations. And while Judge Luttig was concerned
with consequences, it was the consequences that this holding will have in creating precedent that must be followed in future cases. He was worried about the
effects that this holding would have on the law.
This case is unique when compared to the rest of the cases because there
is no definable "conservative" outcome. One could argue that abstention is a
"conservative" issue-that conservative judges are more likely to abstain. In
that case, Judge Wilkinson would be voting for the conservative outcome, and
Judge Luttig would be voting for the liberal outcome. However, one could also
characterize this as an economic-regulation case, where-by possibly interfering
with economic-regulation- Judge Luttig would be voting for the conservative
outcome, and Judge Wilkinson would be voting for the liberal outcome. Either
way, one would expect two ideologically similar judges to come out the same
way. First Penn-Pacific shows how the two judges' judicial philosophies can
create an ideological inconsistent outcome.
E.

Dixon v. CSX Transportation, 990 F.2d 1440 (4th Cir. 1993)

In Dixon v. CSX Transportation,2 50 a labor case, the judges' disagreement centered largely on differing interpretations of the facts. 2 5 1 These interpretations display, to some degree, the judges' differing judicial philosophies. Determining who voted conservatively and who voted liberally is difficult. The
majority sided with the employer (the conservative outcome), but Judge Wilkinson dissented only in part.
The plaintiffs, Larry Dixon and the Estate of Sally Dixon, sued CRX on
a Federal Employer's Liability Act ("FELA") claim and two state law claims.
Mr. Dixon was brain damaged and rendered quadriplegic when his vehicle was
struck by a CRX train at a railroad crossing. 25 2 Mr. Dixon was a traveling agent
for a railroad association, of which CSX Transportation was a member.2 53 The
plaintiffs argued that Mr. Dixon was a CSX employee, as FELA defines that

249
250
251
252
253

Id
990 F.2d 1440 (4th Cir. 1993).
Id. at 1442.
Id.
Id.
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term, and so eligible to recover under FELA.254 Mr. Dixon also sued for personal injury under state law and Mrs. Dixon sued for loss-of-consortium under
state law. 255 At trial, CSX moved to bifurcate the trial, to first determine if Mr.
Dixon was a CSX employee and so eligible to sue under FELA.256 The district
court denied that motion without comment, and the jury found for the plaintiffs
on all claims.257
On appeal, CSX argued that the district court abused its discretion when
it denied CSX's motion to bifurcate the trial.258 It maintained that presenting the
issues together was prejudicial and confused the jury. 259 The loss-of-consortium
claim, for instance, provided the jury with "inflammatory evidence" regarding
the suffering that Mr. Dixon's injury caused his wife, evidence that was irrelevant to determining whether he was a CSX employee when he was injured (i.e.,
the necessary predicate finding for the FELA claim). 2 60 The federal and state
law claims each included evidence, CSX argued, that were irrelevant and prejudicial to the alternative claim. CSX also argued that a remand was unnecessary because it was entitled to judgment as a matter of law on both the federal
and state law claims--on the federal claims because Mr. Dixon was not a CSX
employee, and on the state claims because Mr. Dixon was contributorily negligent as a matter of law. 2 61 Finally, CSX argued that the admission of testimony
by two of the Dixons' experts was error.262
Judge Luttig, writing for the majority, agreed that the district court's refusal to bifurcate the trial was reversible error that had the effect of introducing
highly prejudicial evidence and led to jury confusion, thereby denying CSX a
fair trial on both the federal and state law claims. 263 Judge Luttig noted, for example, that "emotional testimony" was heard from Mrs. Dixon on the loss-ofconsortium claim. 264 The court, therefore, vacated the alternative jury awards
against CSX on both the federal and state claims.265 The majority also agreed
with CSX that Mr. Dixon was not a CSX employee as a matter of law (consequently, there could be no FELA claim), and so the district court erred in submitting the question of whether he was a CSX employee to the jury.2 66
254
255
256
257

Id
Id.
Dixon, 990 F.2d at 1443.
Id. at 1442

258

Id. at 1143.

259

id.
id
Id.

260

261
262
263

264
265

266

Dixon, 990 F.2d at 1452.
Id. at 1443.
id

Id. at 1454.
id.
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However, the majority held that the question of whether Mr. Dixon was
contributorily negligent (which would be a complete bar to recovery in North
Carolina) was a jury question. 2 67 Therefore, the state law claims were remanded
to the district court for retrial.268 On the question of whether the admission of
testimony by the Dixons' experts was error, the majority agreed that the admission of the testimony by a "human factors expert," who, after several days of
observation, testified about the behavior of the average motorist at the railroad
crossing in question was admitted in error.2 69 The court ruled that the testimony
was highly prejudicial; 27 0 it showed that Mr. Dixon was more cautious (according to eyewitness testimony) than the average motorist at the crossing, but this
conclusion was "wholly irrelevant to the question of whether Mr. Dixon fulfilled his burden to act as a reasonably prudent person, a burden that the North
Carolina Supreme Court has defined with specificity." 27 1 The other expert testified on the characteristics of the railroad crossing from an engineering perspective, concluding that it was an extra-hazardous crossing and that CSX should
have installed warning lights.272 The court held that his testimony was relevant
and admissible.273 The court concluded that the case was remanded solely for a
retrial on the Dixons' state law claims and this trial was to be conducted in accord with the rulings on the expert witnesses.274
In his dissent, Judge Wilkinson did not take issue with the majority's
holding on Mr. Dixon's federal claims (i.e., the finding that Mr. Dixon was not a
CSX employee and so not entitled to any claim under FELA) or with the majority's finding on the admissibility of the engineering expert's testimony. However, Judge Wilkinson would have partially affirmed the judgment of the district
court because, focusing on the state law claims, he argued that (1) the majority's
opinion itself shows that there was ample reason to credit the jury's finding that
Mr. Dixon was not contributorily negligent; 275 (2) the district court's refusal to
bifurcate was not prejudicial with regard to the state law claims because (a) Ms.

Dixon's loss-of-consortium claims were relevant to these state law claims,276 (b)
Id. at 1452.
Dixon, 990 F.2d at 1454.
269
Id. at 1453.
270
Id. at 1452.
271
Id. at 1452-53 (citing several North Carolina Supreme Court cases holding, for example,
that motorists at railroad crossings "must protect themselves by diligently using their senses for
self-preservation," Cecil v. High Point, 153 S.E.2d 102, 105 (N.C. 1967), and that "it is the duty
of the driver of the automobile who sees, or should see, the approaching train in time to stop, to do
so." Cox v. Gallamore, 148 S.E.2d 616, 621 (N.C. 1966)).
272
Dixon, 990 F.2d at 1453.
273
Id.
274
Id. at 1454.
275
Id. at 1454 (Wilkinson, J., dissenting) (citing numerous places where the majority's opinion
supports this conclusion).
276
Id. at 1455.
267

268
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the testimony about whether Mr. Dixon was a CSX employee was irrelevant,
but not unduly prejudicial, with respect to the state law claims,277 and (c) the
majority's claim about jury confusion was pure speculation; 278 (3) the majority's
claim that the admission of the testimony of the "human factors expert" was
error was, according to Judge Wilkinson, a "startling proclamation" since local
custom is often taken in common law as relevant to whether due care was exercised in a given situation.2 79
In short, Judge Wilkinson argued that "the Dixons' state law claims
were properly resolved by the jury, and any errors committed by the district
2 80
court were too slight to have 'affect[ed] the substantial rights of the parties."'
He noted,
To some, the verdict in this case may seem the product of jury
sympathy, but I confess I am not certain how jurors can abandon all feeling for a plaintiff who has been rendered a quadriplegic for life. The question on appeal is not whether the jury
was moved by sympathy, but whether it rendered a verdict with
a solid foundation in the evidence. I am convinced that it did.28'
The "liberal" outcome in this case is the one reached in Judge Wilkinson's dissent, which favored the individual over the corporation. The case displays Judge Luttig's penchant for clear rules, and Judge Wilkinson's greater
comfort with ambiguity. For Judge Luttig, the fact that the cases were not bifurcated and that failure mixed the testimony relevant to certain of the claims in
a manner that may have been prejudicial to other claims was sufficient to conclude that the case should be remanded for retrial. Further, Judge Luttig preferred what he takes to be the clear rules of the North Carolina Supreme Court
for determining reasonable care over the murkier common law which allows a
place for common practice as relevant to the determination of reasonable care.
Because he apparently agreed that the FELA claim should have been
disallowed, and that the failure to bifurcate was an error, Judge Wilkinson focused on the state-law claims. He inquired into how the failure to bifurcate
might have been prejudicial as to those claims only. He concluded that any prejudice with respect to those claims was not substantial, and he would have let
the district court judgment stand. He, unlike Judge Luttig, found the testimony
277

Id.

Dixon, 990 F.2d at 1455. The majority based this conclusion on the fact that the jury came
up with the same dollar figure for both the federal and state claims, even though the method for
calculating damages were different. See id. at 1444. Judge Wilkinson found this conclusion, on
such thin evidence, to be conjectural. But, at any rate, he stated that "the most this argument
proves is the need to remand for retrial on damages alone." Id.
279
Id. at 1456.
280
Id. (citing FED. R. Civ. P. 61, Standard for Harmless Error).
281
Dixon, 990 F.2d at 1456.
278
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as to customary practice relevant to the question of reasonable care, declining to
find any hard and fast rules in the North Carolina Supreme Court decisions. The
potential for jury sympathy for Mr. Dixon was not troubling to Judge Wilkinson, as it seemed to be Judge Luttig (with his extensive discussion of what he
took to be the prejudicial effect of the emotional testimony on the loss-ofconsortium claim).
Fieldcrest Cannon, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board, 97 F.3d 65
(4th Cir. 1996)

F.

A labor case, Fieldcrest Cannon, Inc. v. National Labor Relations
Board282 brings out the judges' philosophical differences in a fairly subtle fashion. Judge Wilkinson's majority opinion upheld in part and remanded in part
a National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") order against Fieldcrest Cannon, a
North Carolina textile manufacturer, for nearly one hundred violations of the
National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA").283 The NLRB had ruled that
Fieldcrest violated the NLRA during a union organization campaign at two of
its textile plants.2 84 Fieldcrest challenged the order for three reasons: first, it
claimed that the administrative law judge's findings on the credibility of witnesses were biased in favor of the union; second, it claimed that the evidence
did not support the NLRB's findings; and third, it claimed that the NLRB's remedy with respect to the equalization of wages exceeded its authority.285
In 1986, Fieldcrest Cannon purchased the business of a major competitor that owned two textile plants in North Carolina.28 6 Both plants had nonunion employees.2 87 In 1991, a union attempted to organize the 6,000 employees at the two plants.288 Fieldcrest aggressively opposed the union.
Management threatened reprisal against some employees if they supported organization, 29 0 and it punished others for their union activities. 2 9 1 Fielderest fired
ten employees for speaking out on behalf of the union.292 The union narrowly
lost the vote for unionization.293 Fieldcrest subsequently increased wages.
However, the wage increase for non-union workers was one percent higher than
282
283
284

97 F.3d 65 (4th Cir. 1996).
Id at 67.
Id.

285

Id.

286

id.
Id.
Fieldcrest,97 F.3d at 67.
id
Id.

287
288
289
290
291
292
293

Id. at 68.
Id.
Id
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for the union workers. The union charged Fieldcrest with 109 violations of the
National Labor Relations Act for its actions during the union election and for
discriminating against union employees through wage increases.2 94
The union's claims against Fieldcrest were consolidated before a single
administrative law judge ("AL") in 1993 .295 The ALJ heard testimony from
256 witnesses in a trial that lasted thirty-six days.296 The ALJ credited all of the
union witnesses on the issue of credibility and none of the Fieldcrest witnesses. 29 7 In addition, he made a statement that the union employees' testimony
was entitled to "considerable weight" in credibility determinations because "it is
unlikely that a current employee will testify falsely against his employer." 298
The ALJ also held that Fieldcrest had made numerous violations of the
NLRA. 2 99 The remedies included mandating a new election, ordering that employees punished by Fieldcrest for their union activities be reinstated, prohibiting Fieldcrest from engaging in unfair labor practices, and requiring Fieldcrest
to give union employees a wage increase equal to that it gave non-union employees.300
Judge Wilkinson and Judge Luttig disagreed over (1) whether the ALJ's
credibility determinations should be upheld and (2) whether the evidence was
sufficient to support the claims against Fieldcrest. They agreed that the equalization of wages was not justified under the relevant statute.30'
On the credibility determinations, Judge Wilkinson, writing for the majority, noted that the Fourth Circuit had clarified that the fact that a witness is an
employee testifying adversely to his employer is a factor that should be given
"little weight" in determining credibility. 30 2 For instance, an employee may be
strongly motivated to show that the employer engages in unfair practices, or
may be acting in self-interest as a union member. Therefore, the ALJ erred in
giving more than a little weight to the witness' status as employees. However,
Judge Wilkinson examined the remainder of the record and found sufficient
additional indicia of credibility to support the ALJ's findings. 30 3 These indicia
of credibility included the absence of direct denials on the part of company wit294
295

Fieldcrest,97 F.3d at 67-68.
Id. at 69.

296

Id.
Id.
298
Id. at 70.
299
Id. at 68.
300
See Fieldcrest,97 F.3d at 74, for the complete list of remedies.
301
See id. at 74-75 (referencing the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 158(d) (2006)).
Judge Wilkinson found, and Judge Luttig concurred, that such equalization constituted "improper
attempts by the Board to influence the outcome of collective bargaining," and thus exceeded the
Board's power. Fieldcrest,97 F.3d at 74-75.
302
Id. at 70 (citing Ayres & Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 551 F.2d 586, 588 (4th Cir.
1977)).
303
Fieldcrest,97 F.3d at 70-72.
297
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nesses, relevant company witnesses failing to take the stand, testimony of company witnesses that suffered from comparative vagueness or was internally inconsistent, as well as the demeanor of the witnesses.304 Wilkinson also noted
that "the ALJ was not remiss in observing that the representation campaign [by
Fieldcrest] as a whole was marked by an atmosphere of intimidation and hostility toward the union." 30 5
As to the issue of whether sufficient evidence supported the ALJ's substantive findings, Judge Wilkinson argued, "Fieldcrest's attack on the ALJ's credibility determinations misses the forest for the trees. Its attack upon the ALJ
fails ultimately to divert attention for the central point of this litigation: the
overwhelming evidence against Fieldcrest. The whole of this case is greater
even than the sum of its respective parts."306 Judge Wilkinson continued by
listing all of the ALJ's findings of Fieldcrest's threats and reprisals, as well as
30 7
quoting the section of the law that these threats and reprisals violated.
Judge Luttig, in his dissent, contended that no additional indicia of credibility were evident in the record.30 s Judge Luttig combed the record and attempted to rebut the majority's conclusions point-by-point. For example, he
argued "it is impossible to discern in the majority's lone example of 'internal
309
He
inconsistency' of Company witness testimony any inconsistency at all."
continued by offering details from the example cited by the majority.
Judge Luttig also argued that, even apart from ALJ's crediting the Union employee witnesses over the Company witnesses, "the ALJ found egregious
violations of the NLRA where, as a matter of law, there were not even colorable
violations." 3 10 He then listed several examples supporting this claim, adding
31
that "similar examples of the ALJ's errors abound throughout the record." ' He
concluded that the ALJ's errors were so substantial and egregious that the
record lacked substantial evidence for the ALJ's findings. 3 12
Although this case depends largely on differing readings of the record,
the analysis shows the judges' differing judicial philosophies influenced their
opinions. As in Cotton, Judge Wilkinson saw the totality of the facts and circumstances as supporting the lower-level decision-maker's conclusion. When
convinced that the lower-level decision-maker has adequate basis for its find-

304
305

Id.
Id. at 71-72 (emphasis added).

306

Id. at 72.

307

Id. at 72-73.
Id. at 79 (Luttig, J., dissenting).

308

309
310
311
312

Id. at 80.
Id.
Id. at 8 1.
Fieldcrest,97 F.3d at 81.
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ings, he deferred and left them undisturbed.313 This contrasted with Judge Luttig's analysis, which focused exclusively on whether his reading of the facts and
the law support the individual findings. He offered no general characterization
of Fieldcrest's actions but rather focused on the ALJ's particular findings based
on particular facts and asked whether the relevant statute supported those findings, concluding in the negative.

V. CONCLUSION

These cases show that judicial philosophy matters. In each case, one
would expect two conservative judges to arrive at the same outcome. And in
each, there is a strong argument that Judges Wilkinson and Luttig faithfully applied their professed, and differing, judicial philosophies, which compelled them
to reach different conclusions. 314 In none of the cases did the judges deviate
from their avowed philosophies; to the contrary, they steadfastly followed them.
Perhaps the dominant strand running through these cases is the differing
emphasis placed on text versus context. For instance, Judge Luttig's analysis of
text largely examined the text as well as the rule of law in isolation from any
larger context. This focus had its corollary in the way he viewed the facts-i.e.,
largely in terms of the particular facts of the case devoid of social and political
context. In contrast, Judge Wilkinson interpreted texts and facts as informed by
the broader context, including the relation of the judiciary to the democratic
branches, policy considerations, and the practical consequences of a given decision. These cases also reflect the judges' different understandings of the role of
rules, as well as their comparative tolerances for ambiguity.
The very structure of this study is an initial challenge to the attitudinal
model. It demonstrates that these judges were likely driven to their diverse conclusions at least in part because they adhere to diverse judicial philosophies.
These judges' judicial philosophies appear to have played a central role in the
outcomes they reached.
The fact that this study includes only two judges and examines only a
small number of cases precludes making any far-reaching conclusions about the
relation of the respective roles of ideologies and judicial philosophies. But at
Though it is worth noting that, in this case, he did overturn some of the ALJ's findings
where he found that they were clearly unsupported by the evidence or contrary to the law. Id. at
74-77.
314
In addition, it appears as though Judge Luttig's textualism leads him to reach the "liberal"
outcome more often than Judge Wilkinson. In the six cases we analyzed, Judge Luttig reached the
"liberal" outcome in four of them. This is in congruence with the Manning, Carroll, and Carp
study, which found that Judge Luttig voted "liberal" in ten percent less cases than Judge Wilkinson. Manning, Carroll, & Carp, supra note 10. See also Lane & Markon, supra note 106 (discussing whether Luttig's textualism made him less conservative). Although a wider analysis of cases
would be required to reach a more conclusive result, the cases examined in this manuscript support that conclusion.
313
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least for some judges, in at least some cases, judicial philosophy, and not just
ideology, seems to matter in the outcomes they reach.
An interesting question for further study is to determine precisely under
what circumstances judicial philosophy matters. Some of the factors that we
have discussed in this manuscript, but which deserve further systematic study,
include public commitment to a given philosophy and external factors such as
the perceived need to distinguish oneself from a competitor. Other factors
might be more personal and include such things as individual practices, like
keeping a running diary to check on one's consistency between cases of a like
kind, or introspection to try to discern the parameters of one's own biases and
predilections. There are also interesting normative questions that deserve further exploration, such as: Is consistency in following one's judicial philosophy
always the appropriate course to take? If not, what are the criteria for evaluating
when deviation is appropriate? And, of course, there is the perennial question of
which judicial philosophy is most appropriate or "best."
APPENDIX

We performed our statistical analysis using the LexisNexis database,
Westlaw, has searchable fields for the name of the person dissentunlike
which
ing, concurring, etc. For a few searches, it was helpful to use the Westlaw database, as indicated below. Sample "Search Terms" are included below. A complete list of Search Terms used is on file with the authors and available upon
request.
Fourth Circuit:
En banc decisions: 104
En banc decisions with dissent: 84
Published Fourth Circuit cases between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 4033
(Westlaw)
Published Reported Fourth Circuit cases between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006
with dissents: 683 (Westlaw)
Published panel (i.e., non-en banc) decisions
Total: 4033 - 104 = 3929
With dissents: 683 - 84 = 599

Dissent rate: 599/3929 = 15.3%

Judge Luttig:
Total dissents: 85
Sample Search Terms: DISSENTBY (Luttig) and not DISPOSITION (petition and "en banc") and date (geq (12/25/1991) and leq (05/11/2006))
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Panels with published opinions: 1007
Published dissents: 75
Panels with published and unpublished opinions: 10,078
Unpublished dissents: 10
En bane panels: 96
Published/en bane dissents: 12
Dissent rate on published opinions: 75/1007 = 7.5%
Non-en bane panels with published opinions: 1007 - 96 = 911
Published/non-en bane dissents: 75 - 12 = 63

Dissent rate on published/non-en bane opinions: 6.9%
Panels with unpublished opinions: 10,078 - 1007 = 9071

Dissent rate on unpublished opinions: 10/907 1 = 0.1%
Dissent rate on published/en bane opinions: 12/96 = 12.5%

Judge Wilkinson:
Total dissents: 34
Search Terms: DISSENTBY (Wilkinson) and not DISPOSITION (petition
and "en bane") and date(geq (12/25/1991) and leq (05/11/2006))
Panels with published opinions: 1003
Sample Search Terms: JUDGES (Wilkinson) and not NOTICE (unpublished) and not DISPOSITION (petition and "en bane") and date(geq
(12/25/1991) and leq (05/11/2006))
Published dissents: 25
Panels with published and unpublished opinions: 5882
Unpublished dissents: 9
En bane panels: 104
Published/en bane dissents: 5
Dissent rate on published opinions: 25/1003 = 2.5%
Non-en bane panels with published opinions: 1003 - 104 = 899

Published/non-en bane dissents: 25 - 5 = 20
Dissent rate on published/non-en bane opinions: 20/899 = 2.2%
Panels with unpublished opinions: 5882 - 1003 = 4879

Dissent rate on unpublished opinions: 9/4879 = 0.2%
Dissent rate on published/en bane opinions: 5/104 = 4.8%

Judges Wilkinson and Luttig:
Published-Wilkinson and Luttig on panel and Wilkinson dissent: 10
Sample Search Terms: JUDGES(Wilkinson and Luttig) and DISSENTBY
(Wilkinson) and not NOTICE (unpublished) and not DISPOSITION (petition
and "en bane") and date(geq (12/25/1991) and leq (05/11/2006))
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Published-Wilkinson and Luttig on panel and Luttig dissent: 25
Sample Search Terms: JUDGES(Wilkinson and Luttig) and DISSENTBY
(Luttig) and not NOTICE (unpublished) and not DISPOSITION (petition and
"en banc") and date(geq (12/25/1991) and leq (05/11/2006))
Unpublished-Wilkinson and Luttig on panel and Wilkinson dissent: 1
Unpublished-Wilkinson and Luttig on panel and Luttig dissent: 0
Panels together-published and unpublished: 1099
Panels together-published: 254
En banc panels together: 96
En banc panels together-either dissent: 16
En banc panels together-both dissent: 1
En banc panels together-Wilkinson dissent: 5
En banc panels together-Luttig dissent: 12
Published/panel - Wilkinson and Luttig on panel:
Total: 254-96= 158
Wilkinson dissent: 5
Luttig dissent: 13
Wilkinson dissent rate: 5/158 = 3.2%
Luttig dissent rate: 13/158 = 8.2%
Examining the correlation between President Bush's election and dissent
rates:
Total dissent in en banc opinions with Wilkinson or Luttig dissents between
12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 16
Total en banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 104
Total en banc opinions with dissents between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 86
En banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 83
En banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001 with dissents: 69
En banc opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 21
En banc opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006 with dissents: 17
Judge Luttig:
En banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 80
Dissent in en banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 8
Dissent rate in en banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 8/80 =
10.0%
En banc opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 16
En banc dissents between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 4
Dissent rate on en banc opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 4/16 =
25.0%
Total published opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 712
Total published panel opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 712 - 80 =
632
Total published dissents between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 39
Total published panel dissents between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 39 - 8 = 31
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Overall dissent rate between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 39/712 = 5.5%
Dissent rate in panels decisions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 31/632
4.9%
Total published opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 295
Total published three judge panel opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006:
295 - 16 = 279
Total published dissents between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 34
Total published panel dissents between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 34 - 4 = 30
Overall dissent rate from 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 34/295 = 11.5%
Dissent rate in panels' opinions between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 30/279 =
10.8%
En bane opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 16
En banc dissents between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 4
Dissent rate en banc opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 4/16 =
25.0%

Judge Wilkinson:
En banc opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 83
En bane dissents between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 3
Dissent rate in en bane opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 3/83 =
3.6%
En bane decisions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 21
En bane dissents between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 2
Dissent rate in en bane opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 2/21 =
9.5%
Total published opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 651
Total published panel opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 651 - 83 =
568
Total published dissents between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 15
Overall dissent rate between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 15/651 = 2.3%
Total published panel dissents between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 15 - 3 = 12
Dissent rate in panels decisions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 12/568 =
2.1%
Total published opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 311
Total published panel opinions between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 311 - 21 =
290
Total published dissents between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 8
Overall dissent rate between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 8/311 = 2.6%
Total published panel dissents between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 8 - 2 = 6
Dissent rate in panels' opinions'between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 6/290 =
2.1%

Judges Luttig and Wilkinson:
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Published panel opinions with Luttig and Wilkinson on panel between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 188
En bane panels with Luttig and Wilkinson between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001:
80
En bane panels with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Luttig dissent, between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 8
Published panel opinions with Luttig and Wilkinson on panel between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 188 - 80 = 108
Published opinions with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Luttig dissent, between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 13
Published panel opinions with Wilkinson and Luttig, with Luttig dissent, between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 13 - 8 = 5
Luttig dissent rate with Wilkinson on panel in panel opinions between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 5/108 = 4.6%
Published opinions with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Wilkinson dissent, between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 6
En bane panels with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Wilkinson dissent, between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 3
Published panel opinions with Wilkinson and Luttig, with Wilkinson dissent,
between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 6 - 3 = 3
Wilkinson dissent rate with Luttig on panel in panel opinions between
12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 3/108 = 2.8%
Published panel opinions with Luttig and Wilkinson between 01/21/2001 and
05/11/2006: 66
En bane panels with Luttig and Wilkinson between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006:
16
En bane panels with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Luttig dissent, between
01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 4
En bane panels with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Wilkinson dissent, between
01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 2
Published panel opinions with Luttig and Wilksinson between 01/21/2001 and
05/11/2006: 66 - 16 = 50
Published opinions with Luttig and Wilksinson, with Luttig dissent, between
01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 12
Published panel opinions with Wilkinson and Luttig, with Luttig dissent, between 01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 12 - 4 = 8
Luttig dissent rate with Wilkinson on panel in panel opinions between
01/20/2001 and 05/11/2006: 8/50 = 16.0%
Published opinions with Luttig and Wilkinson, with Wilkinson dissent, between
01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 4
Published panel opinions with Wilkinson and Luttig, with Wilkinson dissent,
between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 4 - 2 = 2
Wilkinson dissent rate with Luttig on three-judge panel between 01/21/2001 and
05/11/2006: 2/50 = 4.0%
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Fourth Circuit-Westlaw [cta4r]:
Published opinions between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 4033
Published opinions with dissents between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 683
Fourth Circuit dissent rate between 12/25/1991 and 05/11/2006: 683/4033
16.9%
Excluding en banc: (683 - 86)/(4033 - 104)

=

597/3929 = 15.2%

Published opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 2765
Dissents in published opinions between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 429
Fourth Circuit dissent rate between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001: 429/2765

=

15.5%

Excluding en banc: (429 - 69)/(2765 - 83) = 360/2682 = 13.4%
Published opinions between 01/22/2001 and 05/11/2006: 1266
Published opinions between 01/22/2001 and 05/11/2006: 254
Fourth Circuit dissent rate between 01/22/2001 and 05/11/2006: 254/1266
20.1%
Excluding en banc: (254- 17)/(1266- 21) = 237/1245 = 19.0%

=

Judge Luttig and legislative history:
Luttig's use of term "legislative history": 22 [hand checked]
Luttig's use of term "legislative history" between 12/25/1991 and 01/20/2001:
17 [hand checked]
Luttig's use of term "legislative history" between 01/21/2001 and 05/11/2006: 5
[hand checked]
Total time on the bench: (12/26/1991 to 05/11/2006) = -14.38 years
Average annual use of the term "legislative history" per year: 22/14.38 = 1.5
Average annual usage from 12/25/1991 to 01/20/2001: 17/9.07 = 1.8
Average annual usage from 01/21/2001 to 05/11/2006: 5/5.31 = 0.9
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